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ABSTRACT 

Domestic opposition to the government in Paris was a constant throughout the French 

Revolution. Although the revolutionary government repressed each instance of unrest, the 

various opposition movements’ motivations and goals provide a lens through which we can 

re-evaluate the values of liberty, equality, and justice that revolutionaries articulated. One 

domestic opposition movement, the Federalist Revolt of 1793, had major significance for the 

course of the Revolution. The Federalist Revolt raised questions about fundamental aspects of 

the Revolution itself: who were the sovereign people? Who claimed to represent the people? Was 

violence integral to claiming sovereignty? I explore a number of aspects of the Federalist Revolt. 

Why did the revolt occur? Why did its participants arm themselves? Who were the participants 

and detractors of the Federalist Revolt? What was the impact of the Federalist Revolt on the 

policies and practices of the National Convention? How did signs of the Terror reveal themselves 

in debates of sovereignty and acts of repression during the periods of civil unrest? Distinct 

regional identities and the diverse effects of revolutionary policy on these regions was the 

essence of the tension between Paris and the provinces.  

Additionally, I challenge the past historiography on the Federalist Revolt and argue that 

armed resistance to perceived oppressive government had always been present in the politics of 

France. The Federalist Revolt was an ideological struggle between various levels of government 

authority. Historians in the past by and large accepted the viewpoint of the central government 

that the Federalist Revolt was a counter-revolutionary movement. Writers such as Paul Frolich, 

who defended the violent actions of the Jacobin leaders preceding the Terror, and historians like 

Albert Mathiez ( Le Bolchevisme et le Jacobinisme  (1920), La Révolution Française (1924)) , 
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Jacques Godechot ( La grande nation: l'expansion révolutionnaire de la France dans le monde de 

1789 à 1799 (1956)  La contre-révolution: doctrine et action, 1789-1804  (1961) La pensée 

révolutionnaire en France et en Europe, 1780-1799 (1963)) and Georges Lefebvre ( Classes and 

Class Struggles during the French Revolution (1953), The Parisian Sans-Culottes and the 

French Revolution (1964),  The Sans Culottes: the Popular Movement and Revolutionary 

Government (1972), The French Revolution 1787-1799 (1975), A Short History of the French 

Revolution  (1977)), renowned yet somewhat controversial, taking hardline marxist 

interpretations on the Revolution, formed the general basis of thought around the narrative of 

counter-revolution. This paper falls in line with Suzanne Desan’ understanding of the Federalists, 

who said “the leaders of the Federalist Revolt were not counterrevolutionaries. They were not 

Royalists. They were revolutionaries.”  The interests of the Federalist Revolt were closely 1

aligned with the early revolutionary years, focused on claiming sovereignty for the nation to end 

the injustices of the Old Regime, rather than embracing a grand revolutionary vision.  

1 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
https://www.amazon.com/The-Thermidorian-Reaction/dp/B018YVZONE/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1546199983
&sr=8-1&keywords=living+the+french+revolution+and+the+age+of+napoleon 
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ENEMIES OR SAVIORS?  
THE COMPLICATIONS OF RESISTING REVOLUTION AND CLAIMING 

SOVEREIGNTY  
Global empire left France in a precarious situation. For decades, France had competed 

across the world with its rivals England, Spain, and the Netherlands. The struggle over the 

domination of trade and territory had cost all of the European powers much in wealth and lives, 

but none were as negatively impacted as France. The social, political, and economic realities 

created by a deteriorating empire set the conditions by which the French Revolution began. The 

failure of the Old Regime created a desire among the people of France to envision a new nation. 

However, power over the new nation, and for whom power was being claimed, was fiercely 

contested among the various actors of the Revolution.  

All across France, many raged against the injustices of the Old Regime, but this did not 

mean that all their grievances or their vision of the new nation were universal. Parisians were 

active in shaping the nature of the Revolution, and through the events of August 10, 1792, ousted 

King Louis XVI from power. The suspension of the King’s executive authority ultimately led to 

the dismantling of the monarchy and the creation of the Republic, but this presented a new series 

of challenges for the nation. If the inviolable figure of the King had been deposed, who or what 

would rule in its place? The problematic nature of how to claim sovereignty in the name of the 

people became clear in the wake of the removal of King Louis, as various factions within the 

central government and provinces vied for power over the Revolution itself.  

The Jacobins, radical republicans who drew most of their support from the Paris Sections, 

opposed the Girondins, representatives from the provinces who focused on a laissez-faire 

economy and militaristic foreign policy. Even before the formal creation of the Republic, the 

Jacobins and Girondins had disagreed on fundamental understandings of the Revolution; the 
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Jacobins envisioned a revolution directed by an active people, who would create a new France by 

any means. The Girondins sought a transformation of laws and values through a reserved 

governing body. It is unsurprising that once tensions continued to escalate between these 

differing visions of revolutionary France, the fragile unity that had brought together the capital 

and provinces was broken. When the Jacobins seized power and removed the Girondins, local 

governments in Lyon, Marseille, Caen, and Bordeaux rose up in armed opposition to a central 

authority that had disregarded the interests of the provinces as to gratify the desires of Paris. The 

rebellion of the departments, known as the Federalist Revolt, revealed that since the beginning of 

the Revolution, debates over sovereignty were inherently divisive and violent in nature and led to 

the Terror. The Terror, the tragic period of time where the Jacobin-led central government gave 

emergency powers to the executive Committee of Public Safety, which sanctioned the executions 

of thousands of citizens, marked the end of the truly revolutionary vision for France.  

I. THE DETERIORATION OF THE OLD REGIME

The failure of the Old Regime to respond to the collapse of the economic stability of the 

nation led to the creation of the initial revolutionary spirit and questioned the absolute 

sovereignty of the Monarchy.  

By the time King Louis XVI took the throne of France in 1775, the national debt was 

quite substantial, and supporting the American independence movement only made the situation 

worse. After a decade of continual high-interest borrowing without a raise in revenues, the 

French government practically defaulted, unable to make its payments to European bankers.  In 2

addition to a default on payments, France was also in the midst of a famine. The price of grain 

2 Hunt, Lynn, and Jack R. Censer. The French Revolution and Napoleon. Crucible of the Modern World. London: 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. 3 
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increased and created discontent among Parisians as access to affordable food became restricted.  3

Worse than the famine itself were the political implications it brought when the monarchy failed 

to respond in a satisfactory way to demands for food.  King Louis knew that changes were 4

required to set France on a successful course once again, but when he convened the Estates 

General, the governing body of the nation, hoping to raise revenues and resolve fundamental 

financial problems facing the government, he could not have anticipated the budding passion for 

sweeping change.  

However, an inability to curb fiscal irresponsibility was not the only governing concern 

the Old Regime faced. A lack of national unity on social, political, and economic policies and 

practices made the Old Regime ineffectual. The structural instability of the Old Regime directly 

related to the Revolution’s desire to create an organized government at the local and national 

level. From the moment it took power in the summer of 1789, the revolutionary government had 

the difficult task of “drafting France’s first written constitution; setting up electoral, 

administrative, financial, and judicial structures, and most urgently, dealing with the deficit and 

the growing debt.”  In short, the Revolution needed to resolve current problems while at the 5

same time creating an effective system that would not fail as the Old Regime had. Through the 

creation of a comprehensive and efficient bureaucratic system overseen by the central 

government, revolutionaries hoped to dispel the paralyzing issues that the Old Regime had faced 

in governing France. Yet, to create an institutionally unified bureaucratic structure, a single 

conception of sovereignty needed to be agreed upon by the people of the new nation. King Louis 

had acted as the sole sovereign of France, just as the absolute monarchs before him, but the 

3 Hunt and Censer, The French Revolution and Napoleon, 16.  
4 Ibid.  
5 Hunt and Censer, The French Revolution and Napoleon, 46. 
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National Assembly that formed out of the Estates General sought to reclaim sovereignty for the 

people as a whole. So, the desire to re-evaluate the concept of sovereignty arose out of the 

structural failures of the Old Regime.  

II. SOVEREIGNTY IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION

Claims to sovereignty during the Revolution were starkly different to power in the Old 

Regime. Defining a revolutionary conception of sovereignty was important to the legitimacy of 

the new government.  

Even before the Revolution began, new understandings of sovereignty and the nation 

were created. The most prominent and influential new concept of sovereignty was presented by 

Abbe Sieyes in his essay, What is the Third Estate, published in January 1789. “What is the will 

of a Nation? It is the result of individual wills, just as the Nation is the aggregate of the 

individuals who compose it. It is impossible to conceive of a legitimate association that does not 

have for its goal the common security, the common liberty, in short, the public good.”  Sieyes’ 6

understanding of sovereignty as the collective will in the interest of the public good was 

appealing because to many, the Old Regime had resoundingly failed to even understand the 

“public good” much less create policies to engender it. Sieyes’ essay set the standard for 

determining who the nation was (The Third Estate) and how they would practice sovereignty 

(upholding the public good). The institution that was created in the interests of the public good 

was the National Assembly. Originally founded on June 17, 1789, the National Assembly was an 

6 Hunt, Lynn. The French Revolution and Human Rights: A Brief History with Documents. “Abbe Sieyes, What is 
the Third Estate? January 1789”. Boston: Bedford/St. Martins, 2016.  
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elected body with representatives from across France, but it was an unruly group, with over one 

thousand members. It did not always act as one mind, and this was especially the case when it 

came to understanding Sieyes’ ‘public good’.  

Were the representatives of the National Assembly of 1789 actually empowered with the 

nation’s sovereignty? According to Michael Fitzsimmons: 

Despite the power the Assembly assumed during the summer of 1789, 
their justifications for holding power remained problematic. How the deputies 
embodied national representation appeared complicated, particularly given the 
often-competing representations of its unity in one person (the king) or the 
assembled people (as assumed by such groups as electoral assemblies, clubs, or 
popular protesters).   7

So, the King’s sovereignty and the Assembly’s sovereignty were at odds with each other. 

In this way, one of the first contentions around sovereignty began. Not only was the question of 

how the National Assembly claimed sovereignty an early revolutionary problem, but what power 

the new representatives could wield in regards to the King was also not fully understood. How 

would the Assembly works towards the ‘public good’? The answer was not simple or universal, 

and by the time the monarchy was disbanded, divergent understandings of revolutionary vision 

had already taken hold.  

III. FACTIONALISM IN THE CAPITAL

A number of political actors were present in the central government in the early years of 

the Revolution, differing in their revolutionary visions, eventually leading to factionalism.  

From the Revolution’s inception, Paris and its people were at the center of political 

activity, often in the form of violent protest, or at the very least, the threat of such. Some of the 

7 Andress, David. Oxford Handbook of the French Revolution. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2015. 192. 
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most memorable moments of the Revolution, such as the storming of the Bastille or the attack on 

the Tuileries Palace, all took place in the capital, were facilitated by Parisians, and were violent 

efforts to muster the sluggish central government to action. All of the political actors within the 

Revolution attempted to draw support from and impose their will upon the people of Paris, but 

the methods they employed through their revolutionary views differed greatly.  

While the National Assembly and its successor governments claimed popular 

sovereignty, the Jacobins and Girondins had competing understandings of what that sovereignty 

meant and how to use it. To all revolutionaries, there was little doubt that it was the Assembly 

which represented the public good, not the holdovers from the Old Regime, but ‘The Left’ and 

‘The Right’ (given those designations based on their seats within the hall of the National 

Assembly) had contending ideas of the public good. Yet to many revolutionaries, the 

competition for control over the Revolution was dangerous and antithetical to revolutionary 

values; factionalism was strictly counter-revolution, for division only benefited the enemies of 

the Revolution by weakening its champions. As the famous Jacobin Le Chapelier said in his 

speech on June 14, 1791 in a debate over forbidding Workers’ Guilds, “No one is allowed to 

inspire an intermediate interest among the citizens or to seperate them from the public interest.”  8

However, the revolutionary desire for perfect unity was never a reality, as “division had plagued 

the National Convention since its earliest days.”  The Jacobins and Girondins were not political 9

parties or factions, even though they may have exhibited some of those qualities; neither had an 

ideological identity that fit into a singular mold, rather, they are best compared to caucuses, 

8 Hunt, A Brief History with Documents, “Isaac Le Chapelier, “Law Forbidding Workers’ Guilds and Professional 
Corporations, June 14, 1791. ”  
9 Hanson, Paul R. The Jacobin Republic under Fire: The Federalist Revolt in the French Revolution. University 
Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003. 18.  
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loosely unified around specific positions. However, when it came to many aspects of the 

Revolution, the Jacobins and Girondins disagreed greatly.  

Firstly, who were the major figures in both groups? The Girondins had many members, 

such as Brissot, Condorcet, and Roland, but the most famous came to be the representative 

Vergniaud. Once the Girondins were removed from power and placed on trial for failing to 

support the Revolution, Vergniaud would be one of the leading representatives to make a case 

for defense. Vergniaud often directly butted heads with the leading Jacobins, and he, his caucus 

“and their supporters in the provinces, embraced a vision of a republic that rested more on the 

law than on popular sovereignty for its legitimacy. ”  The desire for the rule of law rested in the 10

fear of “anarchy and the threat of mob violence. Out in the provinces, Republicans shared 

Girondins’ fears.”  Among the Jacobins, or as they are alternately referred, Montagnards, the 11

most famous orators and writers were Robespierre, Danton, Marat, and Saint-Just. These men 

were deeply passionate in their revolutionary zeal, and each had garnered massive support from 

the Parisian sections, though none were from the city itself; “Like Robespierre, Desmoulins, and 

Marat, Danton was elected as one of the 24 Deputies from Paris; indeed, he got more votes than 

any of the others, a sure sign of his popularity in the sections of the capital city. ”  The Jacobins 12

took a radical stance, generally advocating for the end of the monarchy, the total abolition of 

privileges, the implementation of market prices controls, and the enfranchisement of all men. 

Yet, a  seemingly progressive agenda was not what made the Jacobins the subversive force of the 

Revolution; rather, it was their sanctioning of violent action by the Parisian sections, since “the 

10 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 242.  
11 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
12  Hunt and Censer, The French Revolution and Napoleon, 79.  
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Jacobins had made the decision to draw power from allying with the popular classes.”  Whereas 13

the Girondins were a more moderate and reserved caucus of the Revolution, “The Montagnards, 

then, based their political vision not on the rule of law but rather on the will of the people.”  The 14

‘people’ to whom the Jacobins appealed, however, were the active members of the Parisian 

sections, which were responsible for a series of violent crimes.  

One of the greatest arguments that erupted over sovereignty in the National Convention 

occurred during the September Massacre of 1792. The people of Paris stormed prisons 

throughout the city and extralegally tortured and killed thousands of prisoners out of fear that 

they would foment an insurrection against the Convention. The Girondins criticized the Parisian 

sections for allowing such violent action to occur, but the Jacobins saw the September Massacre 

as ‘a triumph of the Revolution’ , for the enemies of liberty had been destroyed. Once King 15

Louis was removed from power, the ideological battle over sovereignty only worsened and set 

the stage for civil war.  

IV. THE KING’S DEATH: COLLAPSE OF UNITY

King Louis XVI’s execution drastically changed the course of the Revolution, creating a 

Republic with conflicting notions of sovereignty. The Jacobins’ and Girondins’ differing 

revolutionary visions of ‘The People’ was irreconcilable and ended the tentative unity that had 

mostly existed in the early years of the Revolution.  

The intense struggle in Paris between the Jacobins and Girondins truly did not begin until 

the Trial of King Louis XVI. While King Louis had been made a constitutional monarch under 

13 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
14 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 242.  
15 Danton, Georges Jacques. Speeches of Georges Jacques Danton, with a Critical Introduction. New York: 
International Publishers, 1928. 11.  
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the Constitution of 1791, passed by the National Assembly, his role in the Revolution came into 

question in 1792. King Louis had and always would represent an obstacle to the ability of the 

people to hold complete sovereignty, but his vocal displeasure over his lack of authority in the 

new nation challenged the values of the Revolution. The struggle for sovereignty between the 

King and the Assembly began when “Louis was particularly concerned that under the new 

constitution he enjoyed only a ‘suspensive’ rather than an ‘absolute’ veto over legislation, which 

seemed to leave him in a secondary position to the National Assembly. This was an awkward 

position indeed for a man who had once ruled as an absolute monarch. It raised in a fundamental 

way the question of where sovereignty lay.”  Matters were only made worse when King Louis 16

fled the capital for the town of Varennes, on the border of France and Austria, hoping to receive 

sanctuary with his nation’s enemies. Exactly why the Royal Family fled is unclear, as the King 

himself loudly denied that he was actually trying to run; it most likely came from Louis’ fear 

over the ever growing discontent that the Parisians had for the monarchy, especially in the debate 

over the Veto power.  

Once King Louis was captured and returned to the capital, the National Assembly had to 

determine whether the monarchy was even necessary within the Revolution. For a millenium, 

monarchy had been the only form of government in France, and yet for the most part, the 

revolutionaries had seen that its usefulness had come to an end. The debate around what exactly 

to do with King Louis was controversial and created issue over how the National Assembly 

exercised sovereignty. Killing the King was no simple decision, and rather than leaving the 

choice to the Representatives in Paris, “Brissot and the Girondins raised the prospect of delay [on 

16 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 6. 
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the King’s Trial] by arguing for a national referendum to decide the king’s fate [...] Robespierre, 

Saint-Just, and the Montagnards denounced the Girondins as hypocritical fomenters of civil 

war.”  The Jacobins argued that the National Assembly was the will of the people, and that a 17

referendum would have been pointless and time-consuming. By a single vote, King Louis XVI 

was sentenced to death for crimes against France and her people, and on January 21, 1793, he 

was executed.  

Once King Louis was dead and the Republic was established, the ideological battle 

between the Jacobins and Montagnards greatly escalated. After repeated protests by the Parisian 

sections that the Girondins were ‘royalists’ who wanted to uphold the interests of  the Old 

Regime, the Jacobins secured enough political capital to proscribe the Girondin leaders in the 

National Convention and put them on trial for counter-revolution. The specific charges placed 

against the Girondins were royalism and federalism, serious offenses to the sovereignty of the 

people. The Girondins disputed that they had opposed the sovereignty of the people in any way. 

Instead, the Girondins argued that the Jacobins had given into the pressures of the unruly 

Parisian crowds and subverted the interests of the people of provincial France. The supposed 

crimes of the Girondins were impossible and revealed the Jacobins’ political coup; “To 

Vergniaud as well as the deputies in Caen, the dual charges that they were both royalists and 

federalists were clearly contradictory. How could one advocate a restoration of the monarchy and 

at the same time favor a decentralization of governmental power?”  The courts of Paris were 18

controlled by Jacobins, and a fair trial was impossible ; the defendants were not allowed to 19

present evidence for their case. Instead, they were at the mercy of the Parisian sections, and 

17 Hunt and Censer, The French Revolution and Napoleon, 80. 
18 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 17.  
19 Hunt and Censer. The French Revolution and Napoleon. 99. 
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hoped that their provincial governments, who had sent them to Paris, would be able to save the 

Revolution from coup. Forty-seven departments called for the National Convention to return the 

Girondins to their elected positions, and when that failed, revolt began.   20

V. THE HISTORY OF RESISTANCE TO AUTHORITY IN FRANCE

What did past relationships to claims of political agency say about future struggles? Was 

it surprising that the Federalist Revolt gathered arms against the central government in Paris? To 

understand why violence was seen by the Federalists as a legitimate way to reclaim the 

Revolution, it is important to know how local governments existed and functioned under the Old 

Regime and their relationship to Paris. Before the Revolution, local governments existed in a 

different capacity. The Revolution’s desire to create uniformity at the national level created the 

Departments. Previously, the 83 departmental governments created at the beginning of the 

Revolution had been parts of larger, regionalistic governments headed by nobility. 

 Hunt and Censer, The French Revolution and Napoleon, 50. 

20 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 98. 
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However, the effort to end Old Regime regionalistic identity does not fully explain why 

the Federalist Revolt was connected to French conceptions of political resistance. The history of 

peasant uprisings in France, called ‘Jacqueries’, gives us an idea of why rebellion against the 

National Convention was not out of character with social norms and did not necessarily signal a 

counter-revolutionary interest in the movement. In the past, peasants upset with new taxes or 

policies would gather together and march with arms against their officials. In an era where 

voicing political opinions peacefully mattered very little in the actual setting of policy, it follows 

that peasants believed armed conflict would change the minds of their overlords, and sometimes, 

they were right. Even if the peasants failed in waging a successful long term war, they caused 

enough disruption to the success and profitability of Old Regime government  that unpopular 

policies were rolled back. Many would die, but those who survived generally reaped the benefits 

of the rebellion. One of the most famous examples of jacqueries came long before the 

Revolution roused the spirits of people to claim their freedom: In 1630, the Crown suddenly 

increased taxes to pay for the Thirty Years War. Peasants in Perigord led by the nobleman La 

Mothe de la Foret rebelled. Though they lost their rebellion on the battlefield, they succeeded in 

lightening the taxes and receiving amnesty.  The Jacqueries  can provide a historical social 21

explanation for why provincial people felt compelled to revolt by armed conflict, for as we will 

see in later sections, the Federalists were driven by their desire to rollback the power of a central 

government that infringed on the provinces’ conception of sovereignty. The Federalists 

employed past conceptions of resistance to authority through violence, for as Paul Hanson states, 

21 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. 
Performed by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
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“The Revolution did not invent popular violence [...] We need to remind ourselves, though, that 

for elected officials at all levels during the revolutionary decade, the danger of popular violence 

was a constant preoccupation.”  Just like other the other revolutionaries, the Federalist Revolt 22

recalls past methods of political change through violence, but only after the new political 

mechanisms failed to respond to the concerns of the provincial governments about the course of 

the Revolution.  

VI. CHARACTERIZING THE PROVINCES DURING THE EARLY REVOLUTION
The Revolution’s vision of a uniform and centrally organized state contrasted greatly

with the structure of the Old Regime and was difficult to implement in the provinces because 

“when it re-juggled local power dynamics, the early Revolution provoked conflict.”  Since 23

protests broke out in the south of France in 1790, long before any major counter-revolutionary 

stirrings, provincial peoples showed their distaste for revolutionary policies that disrupted 

established social, political, and economic norms in their regions. However, it was in the Vendee 

Rebellion and the Federalist Revolt that anti-parisian sentiments were able to create a program of 

decisive action against the central government.  

The provinces responded quite differently from Paris to the revolutionary reforms 

because the Old Regime had not held the same power and laws from region to region. One 

specific example that inflamed tensions between the provinces and Paris before the Girondin 

proscription was the implementation of the new tax system. Suzanne Desan contextualizes the 

provincial disappointment with the new system by clarifying that “for centuries, because of the 

patchwork nature of Old Regime privilege [...] revolutionary tax reforms to make things more 

22 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic , 239.  
23 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. 
Performed by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
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equal meant that western peasants actually had to pay more taxes than before.”  Parisians were 24

used to hefty taxes, but this was not always the case in the provinces, so “abolishing seigneurial 

dues and the tithe to the Church benefited lots of peasants across France. But once again, local 

differences mattered.”  Polarization of revolutionary vision came to the forefront by 1793 25

because the Revolution became more radical with the execution of the King and the creation of 

the Republic. France also went to war with most of Europe despite its internal strife, a divisive 

move by the central government. The more radical aspects of the Revolution cut to the heart of 

daily life, challenging long standing local power dynamics and norms.  

Broadly, the provinces were opposed to the policies of the central government made 

economic conditions worse than they had been under the Old Regime. Even so, there was a great 

divide with provincial communities themselves, complicating and layering the civil unrest that 

erupted in the summer of 1793. When the provincial governments entered formal rebellion 

against the Jacobin government in Paris, it failed to gain widespread support and overthrow the 

violent Republic, and this was due to the nature of local politics. If peasants were dissatisfied 

with the government in Paris, why did they by and large fail to support the Federalist Revolt? 

There may never been a definitive answer, but it is clear that the leaders of the Federalist Revolt 

were disconnected from most of the resentments of local people. Rather, they were largely 

concerned with how to challenge the monopoly on sovereign power that the central government 

held. Dissatisfied peasants were more interested in directly challenging the very existence of the 

revolutionary government itself. Even though the Federalists fought the Jacobins, it wasn’t for 

24 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. 
Performed by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
25 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. 
Performed by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
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counter-revolutionary reasons; the federalists were not the way in which peasant resentments 

would be widely understood or reflected.  

Provincial peasants seemingly disapproved of their local elites as much as they did the 

central government; “impoverished sharecroppers were furious when their far-away urban 

landlords started to add onto the rents the cash equivalent of the old tithe and the noble dues.”  26

These landlords, who were often elected officials, did not challenge economic elitism in a way 

that would have appealed to most peasants when they led the Federalist Revolt.  

It was clear that rather than seeking economic egalitarianism for peasants, “the leaders of 

the Federalist Revolt were moderate Republicans. Often they were merchants or solid members 

of the ‘middle class’ who expected to benefit from the Revolution.”  The earliest years of the 27

Revolution were very different than the climate created by the time of the Federalist Revolt; 

many were happy that elected officials were replacing the Old Regime noble elites, but it was 

only the urban rich, not the whole of the provinces, which had a voice in local government. 

When the Jacobins became more popular in Paris after the King’s Trial, “official political power 

began to move further down the social scale. Artisans, shopkeepers, and men of more modest 

means swept into office.”   28

A representative of the new wave of socially diverse local politicians was Joseph Chalier. 

Chalier led violent riots in Lyon, killing a number of suspected counter revolutionaries. His 

revolutionary zeal brought him into office in Lyon in the Spring of 1793, but it was short lived. 

26 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. 
Performed by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
27 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
28 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
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Just like their counterparts in Paris, Chalier and his local Jacobin supporters “carried out judicial 

pursuit of ‘hoarders’ and ‘speculators’” , anyone viewed as antithetical to revolutionary ideals. 29

Moderate Republicans and poor urban citizens were worried by the Jacobins’ violent nature and 

took matters into their own hands. With the support of the local sections and National Guards, 

Chalier was removed from power and thrown in prison, an act of defiance against the central 

government, but also a clear indicator of a divided provincial mindset. As the Federalists of 

Toulon wrote later in their declaration of rebellion, “we want to enjoy our goods, our property in 

peace… yet we see them incessantly exposed to threats from those who have nothing 

themselves.”  The challenge to revolutionary elites, both Parisian and local, was an important 30

aspect of the power dynamics during the Revolution, but was not present in the Federalist Revolt 

and therefore gives us an understanding of why when the provincial governments rose in armed 

rebellion in the summer of 1793, they lacked the same popular support that the Vendean rebels 

had enjoyed.  

VII. UNCERTAINTY IN THE PROVINCES

With the tensions between the Girondins and the Jacobins escalating in Paris, debates 

around sovereignty were brought to the forefront of provincial politics. The Jacobins monopoly 

on sovereign authority in Paris altered the relationship of power between the local and central 

government.  

Since the beginning of the Revolution, the provinces were active in shaping revolutionary 

discourse and policy. In their cahiers (a collective list of community grievances) to the Estates 

General in 1789, many provinces which would later be labeled as ‘royalist’ or 

29 Ibid  
30 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
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‘counter-revolutionary’ during the Federalist Revolt, demanded the abolition of feudalism and a 

desire for egalitarian social reforms, such as the legalization of divorce.  The rise of the National 31

Assembly “emboldened the peasantry to make ever more radical demands through sporadic 

uprisings and violent attacks, passive resistance, and petitioning lawmakers. Yet as a group the 

peasantry were diverse with differing linguistic and cultural practices as well as inhabiting 

distinct topographical regions with contrasting economic structures.”  In short, the way in which 32

Paris conducted its political affairs was not much different from the provinces, it seemed. 

However, there was a distinct hatred for Paris among the provinces, especially those who became 

armed rebels. As the representative Francois Buzot said, “Where I come from [the town of 

Evreux], laws are observed, authorities are obeyed, and taxes are paid. Here [in Paris] laws are 

openly violated, authorities are defied, and taxes are never paid.”  The provinces had always 33

paid higher feudal taxes, and the abolition of noble privileges did little to improve the economic 

situation of peasants, as the new taxes imposed by the National Assembly were higher than 

before the Revolution.  The execution of King Louis only worsened the provincial situation as 34

the Girondin power waned, for “political uncertainty, the provisioning demands of the war, and 

spiraling inflation had combined to produce economic difficulties in both town and country 

throughout France.”  Once the Girondins were removed by the Jacobins and the Parisian 35

sections, those who were not arrested fled to sympathetic provincial governments. The Girondins 

made efforts to convince the local people of the need to oppose the Jacobins, as “The National 

31 Boyer, John W., Julius Kirshner, and Keith Michael Baker. University of Chicago Readings in Western 
Civilization: The Old Regime and the French Revolution. Vol. 7. University of Chicago Press, 1987. 
32 Fitzsimmons, Michael. Oxford Handbook of the French Revolution. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2015. 346. 
33 Notices Historiques sur la Révolution dans le département de l’Eure, Evreux, 1894.  
34 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 24 Counter Revolution and the Vendee. 
Performed by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
35 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 62.  
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Convention, Birotteau [a Girondin representative in hiding] reported, no longer existed. The 

majority of deputies were either in chains or had scattered in fear.”  The call for resistance was 36

appealing to those who had been negatively impacted by the Revolution’s lack of successful 

progress, especially the provincial ‘middle class’ who headed local governments.  

VIII. TO PROTECT THE REPUBLIC

Provincial governments and the elites in power were sympathetic to the Girondins and 

their stance on sovereignty through the rule of law. The Jacobins in Paris opposed the provincial 

governments because “French Federalists wanted local power instead of centralized national 

power.”  However, local governments had difficulty raising any serious forces to challenge the 37

central government, and non-elites only rallied to the Federalist Revolt when the Assembly 

brought violent reprisal to legitimate their authority.  

In June, in the wake of the removal of the Girondin representatives from the National 

Convention, the provincial governments of Lyon, Marseille, Bordeaux, Caen, and their allied 

departments took steps to oppose the central government in Paris by issuing decrees of revolt, 

gathering supporters into an army, and marching on the capital. Unlike the rebellion in the 

Vendee which had began in March of 1793 and had clear counter revolutionary sentiments, “the 

Federalist Revolt pitted revolutionaries against the Revolution.”  As one revolutionary said in 38

the aftermath of the King’s execution and the rise in tensions between the varying factions, “The 

battle in those days was between the friends and the enemies of liberty; the battle today is 

36 Ibid, 78.  
37 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
38 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
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between friends of the Republic on both sides”  Once the Girondins were unable to advocate the 39

provincial governments’ interests, Federalists asked “why should they follow any orders from 

the Convention when an unruly mob in Paris seemed to be calling the shots for the Republic?”  40

The disconnect between the capital and the provinces had always been present, but never before 

had it led to the questioning of the revolutionary government’s legitimacy.  

Once the revolt officially began, the Jacobins responded quickly by deploying their own 

forces to crush the rebel armies. One of the Republican generals tasked with ending the revolt in 

Bordeaux reported back to the Convention that “they [the Federalists] do not want a king, they 

want a Republic, but a rich and tranquil Republic.”  This account clearly contradicts the rhetoric 41

that the Jacobins employed to justified crushing the resistance, and it raises the question of 

whether the central government even cared about what motivated the rebels, or if they simply 

want to consolidate their authority over the local governments.  

The title of ‘Federalist Revolt’ is often misleading, in that it ascribes a sense of unified 

and cohesive resistance against Paris, an idea the Jacobins of the Convention created when they 

spoke of conspiratorial counter revolutions in their speeches. While it was true that Lyon, 

Marseille, Caen, and Bordeaux had similar motivations for rebelling, “they all resisted a more 

centralized state and worried about popular anarchy, they did not hesitate to turn to violence 

themselves” ; they did not coordinate their efforts in any way. Each city acted independently of 42

the other, raising their own recruits and preparing various plans for how to stop the National 

39 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 33.  
40 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
41 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
42 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
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Convention. In addition to their separation, each of the cities experienced a lack of enrollment 

for their armies. Very few people, it seemed, were willing to risk their lives over an ideological 

dispute between the central and provincial governments. Caen only managed to raise a meager 

army of 2000, which stood little chance of defeating the sizable defense force of Paris. Almost as 

soon as they began their journey towards the capital, the Caen Army was crushed at the town of 

Evreux.  

Though Lyon held out for several months under siege, quick and humiliating defeat was 

true for most of the rebellious departments. For their ability to stand against the might of Paris, 

however, Lyon paid dearly; the central government made plans to completely remake the town in 

the image of the radical revolutionaries: “The town of Lyon will be destroyed. All those 

buildings occupied by the rich will be demolished. All that will remain will be the houses of the 

poor, the homes of the patriots who were slaughtered or proscribed, those buildings solely 

devoted to industry, and those monuments dedicated to humanity and to public education.”  The 43

National Convention would show no mercy to those who openly defied the Revolution, and as 

Danton famously declared in a speech: “When a ship is in danger of going foundering, the crew 

throw overboard everything that adds to the danger. Similarly, everything that might injure the 

nation must be cast out from its midst.”  The dissenters in the provinces, just like their Girondin 44

representatives, had come to constitute a serious threat to the people’s sovereignty in the eyes of 

Jacobins like Danton. It is this merciless approach to revolutionary thought that led to the deaths 

of thousands of people, ‘rebel’ and otherwise; “there is no episode of the Terror more appalling 

43 Decree of the National Convention, October 12, 1793.  
44 Danton, Georges Jacques. Speeches of Georges Jacques Danton, with a Critical Introduction. New York: 
International Publishers, 1928. 34.  
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than the bloodletting that occurred in Lyon [...] Lyon was not ‘pacified’ - it fell to military 

conquest, and the repression there resembled reprisal more than revolutionary justice.”  45

Although the central government charged the departments of the Federalist Revolt as 

treasonous counter-revolutionaries, it is quite clear that the local governments saw themselves as 

defending the Republic from illegitimate authorities in Paris who had overthrown elected 

officials. When the Jacobins removed the Girondins from their seats in the Convention and 

proceeded to arrest them, the legitimacy of the Revolution was questioned. While the Jacobins 

clearly saw the Girondins’ disagreement over the use of extralegal violence as a tool of 

revolutionary progress as a sign of dangerous factionalism, the provincial governments had 

grown weary and fearful of a consolidation of power in the capital. The Girondins had been 

elected to represent many of the provinces of France, and their expulsion therefore handed over 

the Revolution to representatives of Paris alone. Time and again, the provinces allowed popular 

revolt in the capital to go unchallenged, and the Parisians were able to impose their vision of the 

Revolution, but as soon as that vision questioned the necessity for representatives of the whole 

nation, armed rebellion was seen as necessary. As Vergniaud would argue during his 

imprisonment, “The insurgent departments had rebelled not for the sake of the deputies, but 

rather for the sake of the National Assembly whose integrity had been violated.”  Even though 46

the remaining members of National Convention purported to control the course of the 

Revolution, it was clear to many of the provincial governments, such as Bordeaux, that “national 

sovereignty resided in the National Convention, and it was being usurped by the Paris Commune 

and the Parisian sans-culottes.”   47

45 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 193. 
46 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 15. 
47 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 22.  
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IX. THE END OF THE REVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT

The central government’s response to the Federalist Revolt was brutally violent and 

repressive, as the revolutionaries in Paris hoped to prevent the Federalist Revolt from becoming 

a full-scale rebellion and civil war like the Vendee. Through the demonization of the perceived 

enemies of the Revolution by restrictive and oppressive policies, the ideals of liberty and 

egalitarianism that had popularized revolutionary zeal faded into authoritarian rule.  

The repression of the Federalist Revolt marked the end of the French Revolution, as the 

integrity of the National Convention had been compromised in the wake of the proscription of 

the Girondins, as well as their support of Parisian violence like the September Massacres. The 

employment of tyrannical and brutal policies of repression made the central government 

illegitimate and incapable of carrying on the revolutionary goals of Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité. 

The Convention and the Committee of Public Safety used the military resources at their disposal 

to crush resistance in the provinces, a tragic choice given their inumberal options. As historian 

Suzanne Desan proposed, “maybe pronouncing France’s commitment to a rule of law would help 

to tame the opposition.”  However, the Jacobin leadership in Paris would not embrace a vision 48

of the reserved and peaceful revolution, as they were dedicated to instilling Republican ideals by 

any means necessary. All throughout history it seems, as we have witnessed in contemporary 

policies of the War on Terror, “rights that are guaranteed in constitutions and laws come under 

pressure when states feel threatened from within or without.”  The Revolution was no different, 49

and even without threat of domestic opposition looming, there was always a complicated 

48 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
49 Hunt, Lynn. The French Revolution and Human Rights: A Brief History with Documents. “Isaac Le Chapelier, 
Law Forbidding Workers’ Guilds and Professional Corporations, June 14 1791. Boston: Bedford/St. Martins, 2016. 
131  
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relationship with violence. As it should be noted, the first event which launched the 

revolutionaries into action was a violent uprising at the Bastille prison in Paris; “without the 

power of popular violence, there was no French Revolution, no overthrow of privilege, no 

Republic, no chance to reinvent the world.”  50

Violence as a tool for revolutionary ideals became more common as the Revolution 

progressed, and especially “after France went to war against most of the other European powers, 

restrictions on any form of dissent grew more and more draconian.”  The Jacobins were not the 51

only group responsible for promoting violence, as it was the Girondins who had pushed France 

to war on the continent in 1792, but they were certainly its most passionate advocates. The 

former journalist turned deputy Marat was the worst proliferator of incendiary speech. A figure 

greatly admired and loved by the routy Parisians, “no one personified the anarchic violence of 

the crowd and of Paris more than Marat.”  In a debate in Marseille over the appropriate response 52

to the Jacobin coup of the Convention, one Federalist said of the opposition, and specifically 

Marat, “he was put on earth to preach murder, pillage, civil war, and every kind of excess.”  It is 53

unsurprising then that even after the Federalist Revolt had been quelled by the end of the summer 

in 1793, the National Convention continued to pass laws that limited the civil liberties of all 

individuals, giving way to paranoid fear of conspiracy. In the Law of Suspects, enacted on 

September 17, 1793, the National Convention defined the parameters of what it meant to be an 

50 Living the French Revolution and the Age of Napoleon: Episode 26 Revolution in Crisis Summer 1793. Performed 
by Suzanne M. Desan. 2013. Accessed December 16, 2018. 
51 Hunt, Lynn. The French Revolution and Human Rights: A Brief History with Documents. “Isaac Le Chapelier, 
Law Forbidding Workers’ Guilds and Professional Corporations, June 14 1791. Boston: Bedford/St. Martins, 2016. 
131  
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ally of the Revolution; anyone outside of the rigid definition of patriotism was vulnerable to 

arrest and execution. The law turned neighbor on neighbor and encouraged an environment of 

authoritarian measures, worse than anything stipulated under the ‘tyrannical’ King Louis XVI. 

As mentioned in section VIII, how the central government dealt with those residing in rebellious 

departments was horrifying by any definition. Though reports are often contradictory, a widely 

accepted estimate shows that “the repression of the federalist revolt, particularly in the city of 

Lyon, would mark the first manifestations of the Terror in France. Roughly 10 percent of the 

Terror’s victims were charged with the crime of federalism.”   54

One of the most famous addresses made by the National Convention during the Terror 

was the speech of Robespierre, “On Political Morality”, February 5, 1794. Robespierre’s speech 

outlined the values of the Revolution, equality, justice, and virtue by means of a democratically 

sovereign people. To defend the Republic from collapse by pressures of counterrevolution, “we 

must smother the internal and external enemies of the Republic or perish, in this situation, the 

first maxim of your policy ought to be to lead the people by reason and the people's enemies by 

terror.”  Robespierre was interested in a harsh, violent reaction to dissent because he argued that 55

it was the only way in which the values of the Revolution could survive the attack of 

‘counter-revolutionary’ forces such as the Federalists. While terror is often regarded as 

something quite negative, associated with bad governance, to Robespierre, “Terror is nothing but 

prompt, severe, inflexible justice; it is therefore an emanation of virtue.”  The ideals of moral 56

54 Hanson, The Jacobin Republic, 9. 
55 “Robespierre, "On Political Morality",” Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, accessed November 4, 2018, 
http://chnm.gmu.edu/revolution/d/413. 
56 “Robespierre, "On Political Morality",” Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, accessed November 4, 2018, 
http://chnm.gmu.edu/revolution/d/413. 
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virtue and terror seem contradictory, but in Robespierre’s revolutionary mindset, they were 

inseparable in times of chaos. Chaos had seemingly passed, but government sanctioned death 

prevailed as the order of the day, and it would until the overthrow of Robespierre and the 

Committee of Public Safety and the installation of the Directory, a conservative government that 

ruled until Napoleon Bonaparte came to power. The tragedy of the Revolution was its inability to 

peacefully resolve competing ideas of sovereignty, which ultimately led to civil war and mass 

repression.  
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ABSTRACT 

After decades of subjugation under the British crown, India’s leaders at the onset of the 

Second World War were split on how to handle nationalist sentiment in their country. Part of the 

Indian National Congress, an independence-focused political party, these leaders were highly 

aware of the reality where many common Indian citizens would shed blood for a king that would 

not validate India as an independent state. Since negotiation seemed to prove fruitless, Subhas 

Chandra Bose, a savvy Indian political leader, decided action must be taken to remove the 

British Raj. In order to weaken British authority, Bose split from the INC — forming a shaky 

alliance with Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan in order to promote anger in Indian citizens 

through propaganda radio broadcasts. With Axis support, Bose waged an information war on the 

Allies, proclaiming a “Free India” while leading a provisional army. Meanwhile, Allied efforts to 

dissuade Indian citizens from Bose’s rhetoric through their own propaganda countermeasures 

may have not been as effective as initially intended.  
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For the majority of his life, Subhas Chandra Bose was not a militant revolutionary. 

Though India in the early 20th century was under complete colonial rule from the United 

Kingdom, Bose worked with the Indian National Congress (INC), a political party working in the 

Legislative Assembly whose ultimate goal was independence from the UK. A political scholar, 

Bose worked as a close apprentice of a great nationalist leader of early 20th century India, 

Chittaranjan Das. But after 20 years of working within the system, Bose slowly began to distaste 

the type of peaceful revolution that leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi were advocating. Bose 

knew passive resistance could hold up foreign powers, but that alone could not expel the British. 

Bose was well versed in the political situation of Europe following the signing of the 

Treaty of Versailles and travelled to many European countries during the 1930’s. Keen to the 

growing tension caused by Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Germany and the rise of fascist ideology in 

Europe, Bose assessed the region’s situation in relation to India’s. In contemplating this, Bose 

had a realization. If Great Britain was about to be thrust into another global conflict, perhaps this 

would be the ultimate opportunity to take advantage of it’s foreign influencer’s weakness, stir up 

the citizenry of India, and gain full independence from the British crown. Indian legislator and 

former Speaker of the Indian Legislative Assembly Vithalbhai Patel helped shape Bose’s ideas 

such as how the Indian nationalist movement could not take on the task of independence alone. 

Bose determined that for India to truly be free, they must ask for foreign aid — and there was no 

place better to go than the UK’s military adversaries. When World War II broke out in 1939, 

Bose was quick to meet with Nazi officials in Germany. He was critical of the INC’s 

acquiescence to British involvement in European conflict, knowing the UK would use Indian 

soldiers in its fight against the Axis powers. Bose was shunned by party leaders, including 
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Gandhi. He was put behind bars by the British Raj for his treasonous rhetoric. When he finally 

managed to escape, Bose went to both Italy and Germany in an attempt to gain support for Indian 

independence. After starting a propaganda radio station from Germany, Bose eventually 

travelled to Imperial Japan where a puppet state in Singapore called Azad Hind (meaning “Free 

India,”) was created.  After years of British rule, strategic propaganda efforts to exploit internal 1

political disunion by the Axis powers during World War II inflamed a growing nationalist 

sentiment in India and was an immediate causation of the end of direct colonialism in the region. 

I. INDO-NAZI COOPERATION

Bose arrived in Berlin in April of 1941, awed by the cultural and political heart of the 

ever-expanding and increasingly powerful German Reich. In his first meeting with the Nazi 

Under Secretary of State, Ernst Woermann, Bose was quick to suggest that as part of a coalition 

between his Indian nationalist movement and Germany, Hitler should send 100,000 troops to 

invade India and weaken British control in the region.  It was then that Woermann understood 2

the massive level of disconnect between Bose’s aspirations of a German-Indian coalition and 

Hitler’s political and military intentions. Bose had persuaded himself that Germany wanted 

nothing but to eradicate Great Britain from the world stage — yet Woermann and Hitler believed 

in something much different. For Nazi Germany, the goal was to ultimately reach an eventual 

one-sided peace with Great Britain; German leadership was hopeful for a war outcome  which 

established their regime as the European hegemon.  Since German leadership secretly prepared 3

for the invasion of the Soviet Union, Bose’s main proposals of military intervention in India and 

1 SAREEN, T.R. "SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE, JAPAN AND BRITISH IMPERIALISM." European Journal of 
East Asian Studies, no. 1 (2004): 69-97. http://www.jstor.org/stable/23615169 . 
2 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43. 
London: Hurst, 2011: 29. 
3 Ibid. 30. 
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a new Indian government could not be guaranteed.  But preliminarily, Nazi officials did see 4

mutual benefit in one of Bose’s other ideas. German officials believed a coordinated subversion 

and intelligence effort with a stated goal to undermine British authority in India by appealing to a 

growing nationalist sentiment could benefit both Bose and Nazi Germany.  It was at this point 5

that Bose’s proposal to create an Indian radio station as a means of propaganda was actually met 

with a positive response from the Nazi Foreign Office. On May 3, 1941, Goebbels wrote in his 

diary that Hitler had been “giving serious thought to the question of whether he should establish 

an Indian National Government in Berlin.”  More interested with using India to exploit a 6

weakness of the British rather than any real desire to liberate India, Hitler eventually began to 

coordinate with the Foreign Office and German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop to 

begin exploring this option. But in May of 1941, Hitler and Ribbentrop decided to, instead of 

setting up a foreign government for India, create a “Free India Centre,” which were to be 

released with similar declarations of Middle Eastern nations as a means of propaganda offensive 

against the British.  7

Prepared to launch a massive propaganda campaign; Bose and Germany’s “Free India 

Radio” station had four main goals. The first was to work up revolution in India; the second was 

to inspire similar revolts in other Middle Eastern countries; the third was to convince Americans 

that they and the British were not really fighting for democracy; and the fourth was to sow the 

seed of distrust among other countries by claiming British imperialism was responsible for their 

4 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43. London: 
Hurst, 2011: 34. 
5 Ibid. 38 
6 Goebbels, Joseph, and Fred Taylor. The Goebbels Diaries 1939-1941. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1983. 
Goebbels’ Diary, 3 May 1941. 
7 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43. 
London: Hurst, 2011: 48. 
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problems.  Bose planned on establishing as many branches of his propaganda effort to as many 8

countries as he possibly could, whether they would be in secret or not. Bose traveled to Italy, 

seeking from the Italians what he could not receive from Germany, a declaration of India’s 

independence. Though Italy did agree to broadcast into India by their sponsored propaganda 

station “Radio Himalaya,” Bose did not get the agreement he was looking for.  Neither Germany 9

nor Italy were ready to declare India as a free state. Nevertheless, Bose and Nazi Germany 

continued their propaganda efforts. After a few months of Radio Himalaya broadcasts into India, 

by 1942 Bose finally was given the green light by the Germans to officially launch “Free India 

Radio,” which broadcasted daily into the country.  Donning a new symbol of a springing tiger 10

over the Indian Congress flag and transmitting their broadcasts in half a dozen Indian languages, 

“Azad Hind Radio” (Free India Radio) began the slow work of calling for revolt.  

Operating as a genuinely independent radio station, Free India Radio broadcasted Indian 

classical music directly from the Indian service of the BBC, with the two daily news bulletins 

reporting news that was as accurate as possible to ensure long-term credibility and confidence 

among the Indian people.  But Bose’s main goals of his propaganda machine were not hidden. 11

Threaded alongside truthful news broadcasts and music the Indian people enjoyed were carefully 

calculated messages representing Bose’s nationalist political aims. Even Bose himself was not 

one to shy away from speaking on-air to the people in his country. In one speech broadcast on 

Free India Radio in May 1942, Bose explained to the people of India that they have but one 

enemy which “sucks the life-blood out of Mother India,” alluding to British imperialism. Bose 

8 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43. London: 
Hurst, 2011: 50.  
9 Ibid. 52 . 
10 Ibid. 66. 
11 Ibid. 66. 
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told the people of India that the war was a perfect opportunity for Indians to “bring about the 

downfall of the British Empire and the rise of a free and united India.”  As a person who Indians 12

both respected as a political leader and revered as a nationalist, Bose came across to the Indian 

people as an everyman figure. Propaganda Minister of Nazi Germany Joseph Goebbels was 

greatly satisfied with the operation Bose was putting on, as Bose followed closely the very same 

techniques Goebbels considered to be most important in a propaganda campaign. As a central 

independent authority, Bose was able to administer propaganda directives himself while also 

being able to explain propaganda directives to his staff.   And since radio was used heavily in 13 14

India, Goebbels was happy with the way Bose was able to gather the attention of Indian citizens 

by making the radio station a medium which people would be interested in.   15

Since Japan had dragged the United States of America into the European conflict in 

December of 1941, Bose searched for ways to propagandize Indian citizens to what he saw as 

cognitive dissonance between British Indian colonialism and an agreement set out in the Atlantic 

Charter that every country has a right to self-determination.  After the Japanese took control of 16

Singapore in February of 1942 and subsequently created the Indian National Army from British 

Indian soldiers that were prisoners of war,  Bose saw this as decreasing British power in Asia. 17

In a speech on Free India Radio on February 28, 1942, Bose attempted to explain the 

consequences for British hegemony in Asia after the fall of Singapore and how one-fifth of the 

12 Forster, E. M., and George Orwell. Talking to India: A Selection of English Language Broadcasts. 1975. 158. 
13 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43. 
London: Hurst, 2011: 66. 
14 Doob, Leonard W. "Goebbels' Principles of Propaganda." The Public Opinion Quarterly 14, no. 3 (1950): 419-42. 
5. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2745999.
15 Ibid. 8.
16 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43.
London: Hurst, 2011: 61.
17 Ibid. 84.
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human population was “suppressed and persecuted” by imperialism.  In another speech from 18

April 13, 1942, Bose attacked Indian leaders that supported the British as “Indian saviours of 

British imperialism,” and the United States of America as “the latest converts to imperialism.”  19

Bose attempted to plainly point out what he believed was hypocrisy from the British government 

when they agreed with the United States that countries had a right to self-determine. To Bose, if 

other countries could determine their independence, what was so different about India? And for 

Indian leaders siding with the Allies like Nehru and Mahatma Gandhi, who were advocating for 

a peaceful transition of power, why they did not press the Allies for the right to 

self-determination? Bose and Nehru sparred constantly across the airwaves on these topics,  20

each attempting to damage one another’s clout. 

II. JAPANESE INTERVENTION IN INDIAN NATIONALISM

Before Bose began to negotiate in more serious terms with the Japanese Empire, 

anti-British Indian nationalists had for a long time been broadcasting propaganda into India from 

Tokyo — dating back even before the First World War. Japan, which was before World War I an 

ally of the British, only unofficially supported these propaganda efforts.  By the beginning of 21

1943, Japan had been victorious in taking over territory in Southeast Asia, most notably 

Singapore from the Allies in 1942. Bose, naturally, wanted to take advantage of these successes 

as well. According to declassified documents by the current Indian government, it is believed 

that ultimately Bose had left Nazi Germany to work with the Japanese in early 1943  because, “he 

18 Hayes, Romain. Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda, 1941-43. 
London: Hurst, 2011: 88.  
19 Ibid. 103. 
20 Ibid. 123. 
21 SAREEN, T.R. "SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE, JAPAN AND BRITISH IMPERIALISM." European Journal of 
East Asian Studies, no. 1 (2004): 69-97. 77. http://www.jstor.org/stable/23615169 . 
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was unable to persuade the Nazi Regime to make a clear cut declaration that India will gain 

independence after the war and he may have been in fact convinced that the idea of the Nazis 

may be to replace British Rule in India by the German Rule.”  Though Germany continued to 22

fund Free India Radio, in 1943 Bose decided to seek closer cooperation with Japan. He arrived in 

Japan by submarine and reached Tokyo by May. Bose came to the Japanese with demands 

similar to those he had made of the Germans. But rather than pushing the idea of declaring 

Indian independence underneath the rug, the Japanese gave Bose full support. Since Bose had 

been given the support he had always been looking for, he shifted his focus to the Indian 

National Army (INA). Bose believed this newly formed army should not operate as merely a 

military organization, but rather as a political tool in and of itself. He managed to convince the 

Japanese that military assistance by Japan to the INA against the British was necessary to 

maintain the Japanese “co-prosperity sphere,” an imperialist concept propagated by Japan to 

create a self-sufficient group of culturally and economically bound countries led by Japan. With 

the consent of Japan, Bose reorganized the INA and established himself as its leader. For months 

in 1943, Bose met with high-ranking Japanese officials in his quest to convince Japan that 

recognizing a free India was mutually beneficial to the Japanese maintenance of their political 

and military reach in Asia. Advocating for Azad Hind (Free India) to have it’s own physical 

geographical space on the world map, Bose met with Japanese Premier Tojo Hideki and from 

that meeting, Tojo proclaimed Japan would do whatever it could to help rid Asia of Anglo-Saxon 

influence.  The Provisional Government of Free India was announced by Bose in Singapore, 23

22 Gupta, M.M. Secret/By Diplomatic Bag: Office of the Indian Trade Organisations. Diplomatic Cable. Berlin: 
Government of India, December 4, 1967. Pg. 20. 
http://www.netajipapers.gov.in/pdfjs/web/viewer.html?filename=content/ministry-external-affairs-meawi1256467&
part=1 (11 December 2018). 
23 Ibid. 82. 
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it’s geographical location, on October 21, 1943 in a fiery speech.  The new Provisional 24

Government and the INA led by Bose now had a clear path toward a self determining Indian 

state. The Japanese press gave an substantial amount of publicity to the new government and the 

INA, and from day one, the newfound legitimacy proved itself to be a highly effective tool for 

Bose in the realm of propaganda.  

“On to Delhi” was the INA’s war cry in what Bose called India’s final war of 

independence.  Bose believed that symbolically, the INA had significant capability to be a 25

major psychological asset for sparking revolution in India once it had made its way into the 

country. Though he knew the INA stood no chance against the British and American military, 

Bose was under the impression that small conflicts instigated by the INA on the border of India 

would push Indian citizens to rise up against the British rule. As the Supreme Commander of the 

INA with a knack for politics and propaganda, Bose managed to appeal to not only the patriotism 

of Indian officers to recruit them for the INA, but also to influence the Japanese as well. To 

Indian soldiers and citizens, Bose made the argument that serious political repercussions could 

be a result of any Allied military campaign on east India. To the Japanese, he persuaded officials 

to allow one INA regiment to take part in any future campaign near Imphal, a strategically 

important area to the Japanese in east India.  Bose made the INA a symbol of India’s 26

independence, and over time, was able to effectively use the INA as a complex medium through 

which propaganda could spread. Since the Provisional Government in Singapore and the 

24 Gupta, M.M. Secret/By Diplomatic Bag: Office of the Indian Trade Organisations. Diplomatic Cable. Berlin: 
Government of India, December 4, 1967. Pg. 84 
25 Ibid. 84. 
26 Ibid. 85.  
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Germans and Italians still were operating both Free India Radio and Radio Himalaya, Bose had 

propaganda elements on all fronts.  

One of the most significant instances of Bose using the INA as propaganda came during 

the Burma campaign in 1944, when the Japanese feared an Allied counter-attack to take back 

Burma, a region that was essential for Japan’s Co-Prosperity Sphere.  In an attempt to protect 27

Burma from any possible Allied invasion, Japanese military officials signed off on a plan in 

January 1944 to begin moving troops toward Imphal as a way to strengthen Japanese influence in 

the region. Though Japanese officials saw this offensive as a way to keep military control of a 

region they believed to be the crux of their foreign power, Bose saw the opportunity as a means 

through which he could introduce the INA to the region as Japanese forces moved toward India. 

Since Bose was convinced the creation of revolutionary conditions in India was essential to the 

INA’s success,  Bose moved INA troops into Burma to coordinate with the Japanese. Between 28

February and May of 1944, two INA battalions  moved west into the Arakan sector and 29

Bishenpur in the Imphal sector on Indian soil.  Bose, seeing this as a massive victory, issued a 30

proclamation asking Indian citizens to cooperate with the INA and Japan as they occupied parts 

of India. Control of these areas within India prompted the Provisional Government to begin to 31

set up civil administration in these areas. But the success of the INA and Japan in these 

“liberated” areas did not last long. Bose did not have any means of control over what was 

happening in the areas of India that the INA had control over, and by July, the leading forces in 

27 Ghosh, Kalyan K. The Indian National Army Second Front of the Indian Independence Movement. Meerut: 
Meenakshi Prakashan, 1969. 168. 
28 Ibid. 170. 
29 Ibid. 175 . 
30 Ibid. 177.  
31 Ibid. 178. 
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the area had decided to withdraw as constant stress from the Allies had made it impossible to set 

up a branch of the Provisional Government in this area of India.  Following this defeat, Bose 32

was still confident there was a path toward retaking India, but due to the lack of Japanese 

soldiers and resources, the opportunity for foreign help waned. When Japan finally surrendered 

to the Allied forces in August 1945, Bose was dispatched to Japan for consultation regarding 

what to do about his Provisional Government. On his way to Tokyo, the plane that was carrying 

Bose crashed — killing him at the age of 48.  Though Bose did not personally witness his 33

ultimate goal of retaking India from the British, the propaganda techniques that he and the rest of 

the Axis powers used through primarily the radio and through the symbolic Indian National 

Army were concerted efforts at co-opting an already fervent anti-British nationalist sentiment in 

India. Nazi Germany, Italy and Imperial Japan may not have been entirely interested in the 

liberation of India, however they saw in the mutually-beneficial nature of Bose’s proposals a 

great opportunity to weaken one of the largest Allied powers in a strategic location. 

III. ALLIED COUNTERMEASURES

The Allied forces did not allow for Bose’s revolutionary propaganda in India without 

countermeasures of their own. But consequently, the United Kingdom knew of the opposition it 

garner from the Indian people when war on Germany was declared in 1939. India knew British 

conflict would involuntarily commit thousands of Indians into a massive, bloody war. In 

response to the war declaration, the political party in control of India’s government called the 

Indian National Congress (INC) attempted to broker an agreement with the British. The INC 

proposed that in order to support the war effort, the United Kingdom would have to loosen its 

32 Ibid. 180. 
33 SAREEN, T.R. "SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE, JAPAN AND BRITISH IMPERIALISM." European Journal of 
East Asian Studies, no. 1 (2004): 69-97. 94. http://www.jstor.org/stable/23615169 . 
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colonial power over the country.  As a repercussion of that failed attempt of negotiations, the 34

British took control over many of India’s material possessions for use in the war effort. Two and 

a half million south Asians served under British command in the war, and the United Kingdom 

nationalized many of the railway companies to better move materiel created in India during the 

war.   Indian political leaders were displeased with a seeming lack of British cooperation. In 35

March 1942, the British government decided to respond to dissenting leaders with a proposal, 

known as the Cripps offer, which granted India “dominion” status after the war rather than full 

independence. For INC leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, dominion status did not go far enough. As 

a result, the “Quit India” movement was led by Gandhi in 1942  — calling for wide-spread 

peaceful civil disobedience aimed at forcing the British out of India.  The Quit India movement 36

was an eventual failure as many political leaders were imprisoned and the British controlled too 

many established institutions such as the military. But British propaganda in the region was 

oddly tone-deaf. Since the British had taken over the railway system for military use, the United 

Kingdom throughout the massive “Quit India” protests continued to attempt to persuade Indian 

citizens to their cause, only frustrating Indian citizens more. A misplaced sense of “national 

duty” forced upon the Indian citizens through propaganda urged Indians to not misuse the 

railway systems was prevalent throughout India. Slogans like “Help the railways to help you,”  37

upset many Indians as they did not want to listen to a government that did not pay attention to 

34 Prasad, Ritika. "‘National Necessity’ and ‘Patriotic Duty’: Railway Publicity in World War II India." In Home 
Fronts - Britain and the Empire at War, 1939-45, edited by Crowley Mark J. and  Dawson Sandra Trudgen,  185-205. 
Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK; Rochester, NY, USA: Boydell and Brewer, 2017. 185. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7722/j.ctt1pwt49z.17. 
35 Ibid. 186. 
36 Ibid. 188.  
37 Ibid. 196. 
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their demands.  Frustrated Indians who were part of the “Quit India” movement saw these 38

efforts as only another example of British apathy toward the cause of independence — giving 

nationalist leaders such as Bose and Gandhi more leverage over the citizenry.  

For the United States of America the situation in India was much more complex, as their 

duties to the Allies were not always in align with quintessentially American ideals like 

self-determination. Though it was a nation where many of its citizens opposed colonialism, the 

US fought alongside one of the most powerful imperialist countries of the time, the United 

Kingdom. And because the United States and Great Britain had signed the Atlantic Charter in 

1941, which guaranteed the moral obligation for powerful countries to give other countries the 

right to self-determination, America was stuck in a difficult situation. Because of these two facts, 

United States President Franklin Delano Roosevelt had a difficult time creating a diplomatic 

policy toward India.  As part of the “Quit India” movement, Gandhi had managed to convince 39

38 Ibid. 203.  
39 PULLIN, ERIC D. ""Noise and Flutter": American Propaganda Strategy and Operation in India during World 
War II." Diplomatic History 34, no. 2 (2010): 275-98. 276. http://www.jstor.org/stable/24915981. 
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Indians that the United States had only one of two options — to either commit itself to 

colonialism or support the cause of Indian independence.  In response to this, America created a 40

propaganda campaign over time which, instead of fully supporting one side over another, created 

a more complex diplomatic situation. Mostly, the United States created an atmosphere through 

propaganda committed to “allaying present Indian discontent.”  Through radio, leaflets, and 41

movies, the American propaganda effort attempted not to stimulate the Indian people’s will to 

take part in the war on behalf of the Allies and to increase the United States standing among 

Indian citizens, but also to not fully commit to either side of the debate over independence.  42

American propaganda shifted toward an attempt to increase perception of American global 

influence as a bastion for freedom and “humanity,” instead of calling attention to it’s 

non-committal nature regarding the case of Indian independence.  Propaganda from the time in 43

India claimed America was “fighting to extend fundamental liberties,” with many pieces of 

propaganda exemplifying Roosevelt’s “Four Freedoms,” and American exceptionalism.  44

American psychological operations in India may have succeeded in their purpose to not choose a 

side in the question of Indian independence, but it may have inadvertently furthered the cause by 

instilling values of freedom and self-determination. 

IV. THE PARTITION OF 1947

After the end of World War II and Bose’s death, India was broken. A tone-deaf effort by 

United Kingdom aimed at propagandizing Indian citizens during the “Quit India” movement and 

40 PULLIN, ERIC D. ""Noise and Flutter": American Propaganda Strategy and Operation in India during World 
War II." Diplomatic History 34, no. 2 (2010): 275-98. 276. http://www.jstor.org/stable/24915981 
41 Ibid. 278.  
42 Ibid. 280. 
43 Ibid. 288. 
44 Ibid. 288-289. 
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a push toward democratic values by American propaganda only furthered anti-imperialist 

sentiment in India. After the war, when the government of India was forced by the British to 

initiate treason proceedings against some of the INA officials, many nationalist leaders in the 

INC came to their aid. Soldiers in the INA, however, did not receive this same defense.   The 45

British hoped to expose disloyalty by putting these officials on trial, yet the response these 

officials received from the public were overwhelmingly positive. To members of the Indian 

National Congress, it had finally seemed as if nationalism in India had been strengthened and 

forever solidified by Bose’s propaganda. When the trials opened for the first time, the entire state 

of India became increasingly offended by British attempts to smear nationalist leaders of the 

most recent conflict. During the war the British had attempted to portray Bose as a puppet of the 

Japanese. However, British leaders were privately aware that he was an independent actor purely 

motivated by his hatred of British rule.  Though the British were particularly adept at spreading 46

this rumor, the effect Bose and the rest of the Indian nationalists had on instilling patriotism and 

values of freedom and self-determination in the Indian people. After the conviction of the British 

officers and the subsequent outcry of Indian citizens, elections in 1946 heavily favored the 

nationalist Indian Congress Party. Britain had finally lost its legitimacy over Indians, and agreed 

to remove themselves from the region with the Partition of 1947, splitting their former territory 

into both independent India and Pakistan. 

Without question, Bose did collude with authoritarian dictators who were responsible for 

the merciless genocide of millions of people across the world. The alliances which Bose had 

made to initiate his propaganda measures can be considered atypical and have left an equivocal 

45 SAREEN, T.R. "SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE, JAPAN AND BRITISH IMPERIALISM." European Journal of 
East Asian Studies, no. 1 (2004): 69-97. 95. http://www.jstor.org/stable/23615169 . 
46 Ibid. 95-96.  
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legacy. But what does remain throughout all of his propaganda efforts is that Bose was truly 

committed to the cause of Indian independence. Since he was so devoted to a free India, Bose 

never had to lie about where his loyalties were. He was able to effectively communicate through 

generalizations, and many of the things he had presented the Indian people with were said with 

the stated goal to create revolution. But more important than anything else, Bose was able to 

disseminate a message of freedom from foreign influence and patriotism to Indians. And even 

though he had passed before he was able to see it, Bose’s vision for an independent India did 

eventually become a reality. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper involves discovering how the lack of clarity in the American refugee policy 

post-World War II affected members of multiple minorities: namely Jews, suspected 

Communists, and homosexuals. The goal is to show that the lack of clarity in American policy 

and pre-established prejudice were factors that encouraged nativism and xenophobia within the 

American people. This has been done by examining secondary sources of analyses given by 

historians like Carl Bon Tempo and Torrie Hester, and by also drawing on primary news articles 

written from 1948 to 1980. Upon examination of these sources, it became clear that the uncertain 

refugee policy had a negative impact on the American public sphere and led to tension between 

foreign Communist nations. Through showing the effects of unclear policy, this research 

highlights the importance of decisive laws and a need for humanitarian support over self-serving 

American image. 
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THE ABSENCE OF CLARITY 

In 1928, Chaim Listopad, a Jewish carpenter, was detained after departing the SS 

Iroquois . He was questioned for smuggling Jews from Warsaw, Poland to the United States 

because his papers identified him as Sam Weisstein, a known smuggler. He might have not 

purchased these fake papers if he had known that the Bureau of Immigration “already had a thick 

file on the real Samuel Weisstein.”  This showed the desperation of a refugee from Eastern 1

Europe, and his willingness to resort to illegal means in order to enter the United States.  

As American legislators defined refugee policy post World War II, national security and 

foreign policy concerns played a larger role in defining policy than humanitarian needs. The 

labeling of refugees as “dangerous” demonstrated that the American government went to great 

lengths to protect their image while also appearing to be kind and forgiving. The ideal American 

image was to be the protector of democracy, and the savior of suffering peoples under oppressive 

regimes. This was what led America to intervene in many foreign affairs. The absence of a solid 

definition led to discrepancies in the treatment of refugees. There were many different kinds of 

refugees and “subversives,” less desirables, who were treated differently from each other. Jews 

were cast as socialist troublemakers, homosexuals were security leaks, and Hungarians and other 

Eastern European refugees were spies from Communist Russia. Factors such as World War II, 

the presence of the Communist Party, and the emergence of homosexuals in the American 

government, impacted the term and treatment of refugees.  

An American President that was influential to immigration policy and the international 

image of the United States was Franklin Roosevelt. Roosevelt and his administration turned 

1 Libby Garland, After They Closed the Gates: Jewish Illegal Immigration to the United States, 1921-1965 (Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 2014), 1. 
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away thousands of Jewish refugees that had survived the concentration camps, which tarnished 

his reputation among the American public and on the world stage. His reputation was sullied 

further by the fact that he was blamed for being the cause of moral degeneration during the 

Lavender Scare, the singling out of homosexual government workers in the 1930-1950s. It led to 

many homosexuals being targeted by police force, and political figures used the scare to their 

advantage to gain an upper hand over their political opponents.  

During the 1940’s the term “refugee” was being defined. The Displaced Person Act of 

1948, proposed during Truman’s presidency, brought forth the question: what constitutes a 

refugee? The Displaced Person Act of 1948 was passed to help victims of Nazi persecution and 

of racial, religious, and political persecution by giving refugees a place in the United States to 

turn to in their time of need. The Act established that countries like the United States would offer 

a permanent home for refugees and their families. Truman’s legislation referred to Annex I of the 

Constitution of the International Refugee Organization which defined a “refugee” or “displaced 

person” as, “... applies to a person who has left, or who is outside of, his country of nationality or 

of former habitual residence, and who, whether or not he had retained his nationality…”  The 2

term was defined very loosely, and it covered a wide scope of people who had been persecuted 

for religious, political, and social reasons. These countries would also find jobs for refugees so 

long as they would stay out of jail, and so long as the insertion of refugees in the workplace 

would not affect the chance for Americans to have jobs.  

Truman was also responsible for encouraging anti-Communist immigrants to come to 

America in an effort to weaken the global Communist presence. The Immigration and 

2 “Constitution of the International Refugee Organization,” opened for signature December 15, 1946, Treaties and 
Other International Acts Series 1846, 297,  https://www.loc.gov/law/help/us-treaties/bevans/m-ust000004-0284.pdf 
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Nationality Act of 1952, otherwise known as the McCarran Act, established a preference system 

which determined certain ethnic groups as more desirable immigrants. Under this Act, 

immigrants needed to petition for naturalization; the Act targeted subversives, the most common 

group being Communists, even inactive Communists. Then, in 1953, Eisenhower requested 

emergency admission of Southern European refugees. The Emergency Migration Act of 1953 

took in over 200,000 immigrants of Greek, Italian and Dutch descent - the same immigrants that 

were excluded from quotas placed in the McCarran Act in 1952. Eisenhower described a refugee 

in 1953 as, “older people, they are women; they are children—and many of them are suffering 

wounds inflicted by the guns of Imperialist Communism.”  This created a connection between 3

anti-Communist and “worthy” refugee or a refugee that would be wanted in America.  

Finally, the Refugee Act in 1980, passed by Jimmy Carter was an amendment of the 

earlier Immigration and Nationality Act and Migration Act. This refugee act provided a clear cut 

definition of a refugee and established a permanent procedure for the admission of refugees into 

the United States. This act defined a refugee as:  

… any person who is outside any country of such person’s nationality or, in the case of a person                   

having no nationality, is outside any country in which such person last habitually resided,              

and who is unable or unwilling to return to, and is unable or unwilling to avail himself or                  

herself of the protection of, that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of               

persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social            

group, or political opinion.  4

Similar to the United States’ refugee definition, the United Nations’ definition of a refugee              

included all types of refugees that had been uprooted from World War II and Cold War terror.                 

3 Carl Bon Tempo, Americans at the Gate: The United States and Refugees during the Cold War (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2008), 67. 
4 96th U.S. Congress, Public Law 96-212- March 17, 1980, 94 STAT. 102 (Washington, DC, 1980), 1, 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/STATUTE-94/pdf/STATUTE-94-Pg102.pdf  
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The continuously complicated path of policy in America is first seen in literature by historian               

Carl Bon Tempo.  

Carl Bon Tempo discussed the buildup to World War II and America’s constantly 

changing immigration policy in Americans At the Gate . He argued that American immigration 

policy was based on the American government’s own needs in order to support their image, 

economy and safety, rather than focusing on the humanitarian needs of refugees. For example, 

Bon Tempo discussed the Hungarian crisis, the shocking event that occurred immediately after 

World War II, where Hungarians revolted against their Soviet tyrants and were crushed. He also 

referenced the admission of Hungarian refugees through the Red Scare lens, the point in history 

that allowed the most Hungarians to enter the United States. Tempo cited the Refugee Relief Act 

of 1953, which defined a refugee as anyone, “who, because of persecution or fear of persecution 

on account of race, religion, or political opinion fled’ from the U.S.S.R or communist eastern 

Europe and ‘cannot return because of fear of persecution on account of race, religion, or political 

opinion.”  This definition of refugee focused on a connection between being anti-Communist, 5

and being viewed as perfect American refugee. The US government fabricated this dangerous 

presence of espionage, which suddenly polluted the American public, in order to incite fear and 

anti-Communist sentiment throughout the country. This affected the Hungarian immigration 

because it made Americans very skeptical about the political standing of the immigrants around 

them.  

Bon Tempo also discussed the obsession of American leadership with crippling 

Communism through admittance of refugees, deporting active Communists, and even supporting 

5 Bon Tempo, Americans, 67. 
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violent anti-communist groups during Reagan's era. Turkish, Greek and eastern European 

immigrants were seen as ideal for refugee admissions because they “fought and suffered under 

Communism.” The United States argued that because of their clash with Communism that these 

immigrants “exhibited the respect for and understanding of American ideals like liberty, 

freedom, and democracy that all good Americans displayed.”  The government tended to favor 6

these immigrants because they too had conflict with Communism. The US government increased 

quotas from these places in order to strengthen its own anti-Communist cause. The American 

government continued to shape refugee policy into the later twentieth century in order to 

promote the American image and foreign policy.  

In Calculated Kindness , Gil Loescher discussed the later aspects of refugee policy and 

the savior complex the United States developed in the 1950’s. The Truman administration was 

responsible for the inclusion of displaced persons into the construction of foreign policy. It stated 

that refugees, “had become part of the political landscape overseas... They had to be dealt with if 

the United States was to forge an effective foreign policy in the postwar world.”  The 7

administration meant that the inclusion and support of displaced persons was essential because it 

would benefit the United States by creating the image of the United States as the refugees’ 

saviors. Truman’s boldest move was the Truman Doctrine in 1947; his legislation said that 

American foreign policy was to counter the expansion of the Soviet Union and Communism, 

especially through the intervention with Greek and Turkish nationalists. The savior model 

continued with President Gerald Ford. President Ford is quoted while pushing for Operation New 

Life, the care and processing of Guam and Vietnam refugees post-Vietnam War, saying, “Now 

6 Bon Tempo, Americans, 30 
7 Gil Loescher, Calculated Kindness: Refugees and America’s Half-Open Door 1945-Present (New York: The Free 
Press, 1986), 14. 
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other refugees have fled from the Communist takeover in Vietnam. These refugees chose 

freedom. They do not ask that we be their keepers, but only… that we be their helpers.”  8

Loescher included this quote by President Ford to demonstrate that the United States was acting 

as a savior, just like it did for the refugees of World War II and the Hungarian revolution prior. 

The important ideology stressed during the 1950’s and 1960’s was American foreign policy and 

the international humanitarian image towards the victims of Communism. Though the American 

government wanted to portray itself as the guardian angels of refugees, the truth was vastly 

different.  

Libby Garland discussed the perils of Jewish immigration from a global lens in After 

They Closed the Gates . She focused on legislation between the years of 1790, when control 

legislation began up until the 1940’s, when aliens were required to be registered on a nationwide 

level. She argued that immigration law passed in the United States was compiled due to 

interactions between many groups of people: Congressmen, Jewish smugglers, Jewish Social 

Groups, and the Jewish immigrants themselves. The actions of these groups caused rifts between 

the groups opposing them. For example, laws passed to lower the number of immigrants 

accepted caused business in smuggling to rise. This resulted in an increase in legislation, border 

patrol, and immigrant surveillance. Garland encompassed a vast amount of immigration laws, 

supportive Jewish American organizations, and personal anecdotes that helped support her 

argument. She also included the statistics of the many waves of Jewish immigration throughout 

American history to demonstrate the fluctuation of quotas during the 1920’s to 30’s. She 

described the quota laws as the primary cause of Jewish immigration, arguing that they were, 

8 Loescher, Calculated, 113. 
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“the cause of the sudden influx of Jewish immigrants across the Rio Grande… news of the 

potential closing gates had reached Europe… as did the rumor that Mexico was an easy 

backdoor…”  The quotas were imperative to Garland’s argument because they were the main 9

causes that forced Jewish immigrants into America by legal and illegal methods. Jewish refugees 

were not the only minority to face huge obstacles from the American government; homosexuals 

in the federal sphere also faced great prejudice.  

In The Lavender Scare, David Johnson discussed the conflict between homosexuals and 

government officials. Government officials, including multiple presidents and department heads 

fabricated and enforced a connection between Communism and homosexuality. They accused all 

homosexuals of being traitors and security risks, “Although ‘security risk’ covered a variety of 

offenses, it often functioned as euphemism for homosexual.”  Homosexuals were classified as 10

security risks, just like Communists. One piece of unclear legislation was President Eisnehower’s 

Executive Order 10450, which forbade government officials with “immoral” conduct and sexual 

perversion. This allowed government officials to limit jobs for homosexuals because their 

lifestyle was immoral. This caused fear in the government which spread rapidly throughout the 

public sphere, similar to the Communist Scare. This resulted in many innocent men and women 

losing their jobs, and as a result, caused great hysteria in the American federal sphere. This 

hysteria also bled into the public sphere, as homosexuals became afraid to congregate in public 

places like Lafayette Park. Johnson also includes many anecdotes, some about gay rights 

activists like Frank Kamney and even some about one of the biggest homophobes, Scott Mcleod, 

to emphasize the drastically different sides of this issue. One of the more powerful anecdotes was 

9 Garland, After, 61. 
10 David Johnson, The Lavender Scare: The Cold War Persecution of Gays and Lesbians in the Federal Government 
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2004), 8. 
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about Lester Hunt, a Democrat from Wyoming. His son was gay and he received blackmail 

during his reelection. This took a huge toll on his father and led to him withdrawing from the 

race, and he “shot himself with a .22 caliber shotgun.” Newspapers like The New York Times 

covered this tragedy, and later a novel, Advise and Consent,  demonstrated that the “hunt for 

homosexuals… was less about national security then about partisan politics.”  Johnson included 11

this anecdote to demonstrate that the witch hunt for homosexuals which started out as a national 

security became something much more destructive. The hunt was used for blackmail, cleansing 

the government of all “immoral” people, and out of discrimination. Discrimination was seen 

across a multitude of government positions, and extended into judicial behavior and decision 

making.  

Torrie Hester argued that deportation was a form of punishment used against immigrants 

by the United States Judicial Court System in Protection and Punishment . Hester discussed two 

court cases, Fong Yue Ting v. U.S. and Turner v. Williams , that pertained to immigrants who 

were under investigation. In particular, the second court case, Turner v. Williams , was about the 

possible deportation of a self-proclaimed Anarchist from Britain named William Turner. This 

case was monumental because he was one of the first anarchists to be affected by the 

Immigration Act of 1903, which allowed for immigrants to be deported on political grounds. 

According to Hester, immigrants under suspicion were stripped of their rights and treated like 

traitors. She also mentioned some very key elements of the case, one being the court’s definition 

of deportation and the Immigration Act of 1903, which added Anarchists and Communists to the 

list of un-American labels. The court’s statement on deportation was as followed, “Because 

11 Johnson, Lavender, 141. 
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deportation was not a punishment, the Court reasoned, a deportee was not ‘deprived of life, 

liberty, or property...”  The court was defending its judgement that deportation was not a 12

punishment by ensuring that immigrants were not deprived of their constitutional rights. The 

court supported deportation as a security measure for the country to protect the lives of its 

citizens. This was a method of social engineering, efforts to influence attitudes and social 

behaviors on a domestic scale, and denaturalization, used to revoke someone’s citizenship, 

usually a criminal or someone who procured citizenship illegally. The court was able to control 

the immigrant population easily through the constant fear of deportation. The actions of the 

government created enough hysteria that newspapers of the time became essential in portraying 

and spreading the tension between the United States and Soviet Russia.  

The Daily Boston Globe released an article on April 22, 1950 entitled: “ACHESON 

BLASTS RUSSIA.” In this article, the author, Blair Moody discussed Cold War tension between 

Russia and the United States. Russia claimed that a B-29 was shot down over the Baltic Sea. 

This claim caused American officials to want to pull ambassadors from Russia and close any 

international relations. The article then quoted Representative Vinson asking for an increase in 

the military budget, “We must maintain sufficient force to insure Russian respect… or we will 

race pell-mell into another war...”  Vinson’s greatest worry was to keep the image of the 13

American military strong to ward off any chance of another war starting. The article continued 

by citing Dean Acheson, Secretary of State to Truman. He declared that the Soviet Union was 

“trying to stir up trouble.” Russia stuck to its excuse that it shot down an armed B-29, and 

Acheson commented that it was as if Russia “has made no attempt to institute a real 

12 Torie Hester, Protection, not Punishment: Legislative and Judicial Formation of U.S. Deportation Policy, 
1882-1904 (University of Illinois Press, 2010), 20. 
13 Blair Moody, Acheson Blasts Russia (Daily Boston Globe, 1950), 1. 
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investigation… with our request,” inferring that the Soviets ignored the American government. 

This came as a contrast to the United Nations’ definition of a political asylum which protected 

refugees from persecution and threats from dominant militant and rogue guerrilla groups.  

Finally, Acheson finished with advice to American government, “It seems to me that the 

time has arrived when we should either call back our Ambassadors for a long period… or 

completely break off our diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union.”  Acheson portrayed the 14

utter frustration the American government felt when dealing with the Soviet Union. This caused 

a strong aversion towards Russians, Communists, and other immigrants and minority groups 

related to Communism to emerge. When these anti-Communist sentiments grew, newspapers 

like The Daily Boston Globe preached the advice of government officials.  

“The Chance of War and Scare Propaganda” was published on May 30, 1950 by The 

Daily Boston Globe. In this article, author Walter Lippman, famous for introducing the idea of 

the Cold War and coining the term “stereotype,” discussed hypotheticals, if indeed they go to 

war with Russia. The article discussed the juxtaposing views of General MacArthur and the Air 

Force. McArthur believed that Russia had no intent in starting another world war because “No 

world war could be won by Russia unless the United States had been defeated.” The Air Force 

believed that during this Cold War Era, the military should act on high alert. They proposed to 

Congress for an increase in the Air Force to “make the effort necessary to have adequate military 

preparedness.”  This demonstrated a divide in the government with one side taking the 15

Communist threat seriously and the other not. The government officials who agreed with the Air 

Force claimed that the atomic bomb “revolutionized warfare between great nations,” and that it 

14 Moody, Acheson, 2. 
15 Walter Lippman, The Chance of War and Scare Propaganda (Daily Boston Globe, 1950), 1. 
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placed industrial cities like “Detroit on the front line of combat.”  Cities that mass produce 16

anything beneficial to a country’s war effort would become a primary target of an enemy 

country. The atomic bomb increased the range and threat level of countries like Russia. Papers 

like The Daily Boston Globe and The New York Times  revitalized the Red Scare aspect that had 

plagued the public and led to denaturalization sentiments towards refugees.  

The New York Times  released an article on August 25, 1957 entitled: “US WILL 

DEPORT REFUGEES AS REDS.” In this article, the author discussed the fate of a Hungarian 

refugee and his family. He claimed that he was a refugee that escaped Hungary after the October 

Revolution, a revolt where to people of Hungary stood up against the Soviet control in their 

government. The riot started as a student demonstration and quickly received the attention and 

support of workers across the country. Militias grew and eventually the Soviets sent in more 

troops and crushed the revolution, causing 200,000 Hungarians to flee as refugees in need of a 

home. His name was Jyula Paktorovich, a former Russian Army captain who posed as a 

Hungarian freedom fighter. He quickly became a hardworking immigrant, hiding under the 

government’s nose, but was discovered to be a Communist by the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. The investigation was set off based on a tip from an immigration spokesman, who 

had a very substantial amount of power. Paktorovich and his family were under parole, meaning 

that the United States government was observing them because they were considered suspicious. 

Because his family was under parole, the government did not need any formal criminal charge in 

order to investigate and arrest him. This showed how little doubt the American legal system 

needed to go after an immigrant. The American government was actively looking for excuses to 

16 Lippman, Chance, 1. 
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remove suspected Communists from the United States, and to keep the scare of Communism 

alive. The scare that was present in the American public fed power into the government because 

they could control people and force them to trust the government’s decisions. Although the 

government was able to control the outcome of most subversive trials, they were not always 

successful.  

“RUSSIAN SEIZED AS SPY BRINGS SUIT AGAINST US” was published on 

September 15, 1957 by The Daily Boston Globe. In this article, the author covered the 

unconstitutional methods used by the FBI to obtain damning information from Rudolf Abel, a 

Soviet intelligence officer who was a member of a spy ring stationed in New York. The FBI 

agents charged Abel with three counts of conspiracy and withheld his constitutional right to a 

lawyer until he pleaded guilty on all charges. The article emphasized how persistent the FBI 

officials were in acquiring a confession. While Abel was in custody, agents found evidence of 

his Russian affiliation--including shortwave radios, cipher pads, and a Russian codebook--which 

they used to indict him as a suspected spy. Abel’s lawyer, James Brown, cited constitutional 

rights and stated that sticking to America’s ideals of civil rights would lead to “self destruction.” 

Then Brown mentioned that America needs to be faithful “to its own moral code,” or there 

“remains no society.”  Brown meant that if the judicial system did not protect the civil rights of 17

Abel, then they would not be withholding the standard predetermined for this country. The 

verdict for Abel v United States determined that the FBI found evidence to indict him after they 

broke his rights under the fourth amendment, thus the evidence was removed from the case. 

Abel’s attorney referenced the humanitarian aspects that the United States were built upon and 

17 Russian Seized as a Spy Brings Suit Against US (Daily Boston Globe, 1957), 1. 
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the need to stand by those aspects. The New York Times , however, wrote an article that displayed 

the opposite, how the United States slowly responded to the genocide created by the Nazi’s.  

Their article, published on February 6, 1980 was entitled: “Moscow Pledges Help in War 

Crimes Cases in U.S.” In this article, the author, David Shipler, discussed the nation’s late 

reaction to the atrocities committed by the Nazi’s, and its connection to the anti-Communist 

rhetoric in America during the 1950’s. Allan Ryan, director of the Justice Department’s Office of 

Special Investigation, stated the reason for America’s delayed partnership with Soviet Russia 

was due to the “anti-Communist mood that long prevailed in the United States.” He continued by 

saying that the persecution of the Nazi’s was long overdue. Due to these sentiments, the 

worthiness of refugees as citizens was “on the basis of their anti-Communism.”  This caused a 18

great emphasis on anti-Communism, prejudice and suspicion against sympathizers, and 

promoted a preference toward like-minded people. The China Weekly Review showed a more 

softened view on the Communist Scare. This article below proposed a counterargument, but also 

highlighted the fact that the government was still divided about the concern and threat of 

Communism. 

“Modern Espionage” was published on November 20, 1948 by The China Weekly 

Review. In this article, the author discussed that the possibility of China going Communist and 

the Communist spy threat should be seen as comical. The American author mentioned the 

possibility of China going Communist and emphasized the importance of American tolerance. 

The need for America and Communist China to get along was paramount. For both sides to 

coexist, they would have to moderate their programs and meet in the middle. Contrary to their 

18 David Shipler, Moscow Pledges Help in War Crimes in U.S. (New York Times, 1980), 1. 
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mediation ideals mentioned before, the author wrote, “With these thoughts in mind it is 

particularly discouraging to read of Chinese Communist statements which at the very least are 

the products of highly unrealistic thinking…”  The author of this news article insulted the 19

ideology of the very party that the United States would have to coexist with. The author 

concluded that the rumor of a Communist spy network was ludicrous. They admitted that all 

countries participated in some form of monitoring, thus the idea of a spy network for the sake of 

gathering information was unrealistic. 

Refugees from World War II and the Cold War were driven out of their home, and faced 

considerable tension and troubles once arriving in America. The absence of a definition for 

refugee allowed for the term to be bent and twisted to fit the needs of the American government 

and its image. In present day, refugees are still exploited and experience prejudice from the 

American government. The current president, Donald Trump has enacted legislation to restrict 

immigration from Muslim countries in the East, his campaign emphasized the construction of a 

wall to keep immigrants from the South out, and he wants to lower the set cap of refugees 

admitted into the United States to 45,000 next year - which is considerably lower than Obama’s 

110,000 cap set in his last few weeks in office. Based on the information derived from the 

analysis of primary and secondary documents and their relation to present day, historians need to 

focus on the formation of refugee policy through a more humanitarian lens. Historians also need 

to reevaluate the definition of “refugee,” and the consequences of policies based on American 

fears that affected different refugee minority groups.  

19 Modern Espionage (China Weekly Review, 1948), 1. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper seeks to answer the question of how the development of nuclear weapons 

changed the nature of warfare, diplomacy, and international relations. It frames the historical 

context in which these weapons were invented, how they were used to achieve military goals, 

and asks ethical and moralistic questions about how they changed the way global affairs were 

conducted. The focus of this paper begins with the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 

August 1945, and ends with the Cuban missile crisis in October 1962. This seventeen-year 

period marks the era of the Cold War upon which nuclear weapons had the most pronounced and 

profound effect. Though their influence has never left the geopolitical landscape, the historical 

events and actors who lived through this initial phase were operating without guidelines or 

precedent to steer them, and thus their ability to navigate mankind out of this tumultuous time 

without engaging in an open nuclear conflict is somewhat remarkable. That unique achievement 

will be the central theme of this paper. 

EDITOR’S NOTE: Most history papers make use of the Chicago Style of citations; this paper 
follows MLA instead.  
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I. RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT:
HOW NUCLEAR WEAPONS AFFECTED U.S AND SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 1945-1962 

On July 7th,  1962, Soviet chairman Nikita Khrushchev and Cuban president Fidel Castro 

reached a secret agreement to install strategic nuclear missile installations on the island of Cuba 

(Allison & Zelikow, 1999). When operational missile sites were discovered by US intelligence in 

October 1962, it was seen as a catastrophic national security failure on President Kennedy’s part. 

The entire American strategy of the Cold War to this point had been continued possession of 

nuclear logistic superiority over the Soviet Union, which had just been neutralized by the 

planting of operational nuclear missile sites 90 miles from the coast of Florida. But primarily due 

to Kennedy’s composure and diplomatic resilience, thermonuclear annihilation was narrowly 

avoided. Together he and Soviet chairman Nikita Khrushchev, through diplomatic means, were 

able to avoid what Kennedy astutely termed, the final failure. Those dramatic fourteen days in 

October 1962 marked the end of an era in US-Soviet nuclear relations, which began in 1945 

when naïve and primitive understandings of nuclear weapons characterized all strategic war 

planning. When the atomic bomb was invented by the United States in 1945, the Soviet Union 

quickly responded by developing their own effective version of an atomic bomb to counter the 

American one in 1949 (Cirincione, 2007). What became known as the Cold War never resulted 

in open conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union, because in order to wage such a 

war both nations would have to be willing to make sacrifices that would make all military 

endeavors to that point look inconsequential in comparison. Atomic weapons were very much 

developed in a historical moment in which the world’s foremost military powers had been 

collectively traumatized and infrastructurally ruined by the two world wars, and were seeking a 

way to avert similar catastrophes in the future. In 1946 American military strategist Bernard 
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Brodie wrote, “Thus far the chief purpose of a military establishment has been to win wars. From 

now on its chief purpose must be to avert them” (Brodie in Kennedy, 1991, p. 179). Professor 

Robert Jervis called a rational strategy for the employment of nuclear weapons “a contradiction 

in terms” (Jervis in Kennedy, 1991, p. 179). This was a war over ideology and conflicting ways 

of life, fought with weapons which could never be used. The central question this paper will seek 

to answer is: how was mankind forced to evolve in order to cope with its new, infinitely deadlier 

weapons technology? Even though the US and USSR never exchanged nuclear fire, both sides 

nonetheless used nuclear weapons indirectly as means to achieve their war aims. The war 

between capitalist democracy and revolutionary socialism was fought most significantly through 

nuclear brinkmanship and escalation dominance, which are defined as strategies for escalating 

the conflict to the maximum threshold of safety, in order to strong-arm the opponent into backing 

down. This paper will be about the ways in which military leaders on both sides of the Cold War 

used nuclear weapons in the initial phase of their existence, in profoundly reckless and 

dangerous ways. The goal will be to demonstrate the ways in which strategies such as escalation 

dominance permeated US-Soviet nuclear policy between 1945 and 1962. 

The Cold War saw a world divided into two fundamentally different spheres, capitalist 

and communist, each of which thought of themselves as the righteous arbiters of justice, with a 

responsibility to enhance worldwide human happiness and prosperity through their own 

intrinsically different economic and philosophical systems. This conflict was waged over 

contradictory visions of the ideal society, and was motivated by a fear of foreign ideological 

encroachment and undermining of this ideal society. The Cold War can be divided into two 

distinct phases, according to Soviet historians Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov. 
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These phases are “first, bipolar brinkmanship, and second, multilateral permanent truce” (1996, 

p. 7). The former describes a time period dominated by nuclear brinkmanship, in which two 

nuclear superpowers continuously threatened one another with ever expanding destructive 

capabilities in an international situation heavily rooted in bluffing and game theory. This is the 

focus of this paper. The second era of this history, though not to be misconstrued as entirely 

peaceful, came into effect when it became clear that a tacit agreement existed between the US 

and the USSR to not engage in direct nuclear conflict, but rather wage an ideological war by 

supporting their cause on a global scale. This was achieved through proxy wars such as the 

conflict in Vietnam, Afghanistan, Grenada, and Panama, and selective provisioning of military 

supplies, training, and support to their ideological compatriots in these as well as in Cuba, 

Nicaragua, Cambodia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and others. The dynamics involved in these conflicts 

deserve their own separate discussion, so the focus here will be on the initial phase of the Cold 

war from 1945-1962.  

In order to ensure proper perspective, we must first establish some key distinctions 

between different kinds of nuclear weapons and we must fully understand the true destructive 

capability they possess. Atomic bombs (or fission bombs) are detonated by splitting highly 

unstable radioactive atoms which causes a chain reaction that releases massive amounts of 

destructive energy. A uranium-based atom bomb nicknamed Little Boy was dropped on 

Hiroshima, and a plutonium-based atom bomb nicknamed Fat Man was dropped on Nagasaki, 

both in August 1945. (Cirincione, 2007). Hydrogen bombs (also called thermonuclear bombs) 

are detonated by initiating a fission reaction inside a chamber of radioactive hydrogen-based 

fusion material, so that the heat and energy produced set off a chemical fusion reaction, a process 
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which simulates reactions that power the sun. Hydrogen bombs are in fact much more powerful 

as well as much more complicated to create and difficult to deliver. The US successfully tested 

its first thermonuclear bomb in the early 1950s (Cirincione, 2007). The exact level of destruction 

a nuclear bomb can cause depends on the size of the bomb. Increases in the amount of 

radioactive material within a bomb exponentially raises the weapon’s destructive capability. 

Because it would be disingenuous and misleading to discuss the destructive capability of bombs 

never actually used on enemy targets, we will use the destruction at Hiroshima and Nagasaki as 

reference points to comprehend the severity of these weapons. However, it is essential to 

understand that the bombs dropped in these instances were incredibly inefficient and the 

destruction they created is miniscule in contrast to the capabilities of modern nuclear weapons. 

According to the Hiroshima Day Committee, “There were approx. 76,000 buildings in the city at 

the time, and 92% of these were destroyed by the blast and fire…an area of 13 square kilometers 

was transformed into a wide stretch of A-Bomb affected ruins”. Up to 1.6 kilometers away from 

the blast the fires were still strong enough to melt solid granite, a material that has a melting 

temperature nearly identical to that of steel. While virtually all the people close to the blast 

perished instantly, 56% of people within 20 kilometers of the blast still died either from building 

collapses caused by the shockwave, the fires, or from eventual radiation poisoning or 

radiation-related disease (Hiroshima Day Committee). The bombs dropped on Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki in 1945, were rendered obsolete by advances in nuclear technology by 1950 

(Cirincione, 2007).  

Brinkmanship, also sometimes referred to as escalation dominance, is “the ability to 

threaten or coerce other nations by being capable of dominating the next level of escalation of 
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violence” (Kaku & Axelrod, 1987, p. 4). Initially the United States, but eventually the Soviet 

Union as well, sought to achieve their geopolitical and diplomatic objectives by dangerously 

escalating international situations without ever actually going over the brink into nuclear war. 

Daniel Ellsberg, who at this time was an analyst for the RAND Corporation, stated that, “Again 

and again, generally in secret from the American public, US nuclear weapons have been 

used…in the precise way that a gun is used when you point it at someone’s head in a direct 

confrontation, whether or not the trigger is pulled” (Kaku & Axelrod, 1987, p. 6). This exact 

strategy was utilized a number of different times throughout the period of nuclear brinkmanship 

of 1945-1962.  

Pentagon war papers declassified in the late 1980s and published by Michio Kaku and 

Daniel Axelrod detail nineteen separate instances between 1946 and 1962 which involved US 

nuclear threats, plans or maneuvers (1987). According to these papers, Truman threatened the 

Soviet Union with nuclear weapons for the first time in 1946 when they refused to remove their 

troops from Iran. The Joint Chiefs of Staff resolved in 1953 that nuclear weapons would be 

employed in Korea if the situation on the ground worsened. In 1954, President Eisenhower 

offered two nuclear weapons to the French in order to help them achieve victory at Dien Bien 

Phu in Vietnam, and in 1970 President Nixon drafted a contingency plan to drop nuclear 

weapons on Soviet and Chinese supply lines into Vietnam (Kaku & Axelrod, 1987). A number 

of threats were made during the penultimate instance of nuclear brinkmanship being employed in 

practice, the Cuban Missile Crisis. Although atomic bombs were never dropped on Korea, 

Vietnam, China, or Cuba their use was always a very real possibility. He was of course referring 

to a nuclear attack on the island. The nuclear option was a constant consideration throughout the 
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war especially among American leaders as they began to navigate the complexities of possessing 

this weapons technology. These specific instances comprise only a few of the times the threat of 

nuclear weapons was used by the US to meet its objectives, without them actually being 

detonated (Kaku & Axelrod, 1987, p. 6). 

Conceptually, the practice of escalation dominance should never result in a nuclear 

catastrophe given that both nations wish to avoid it. The problem with this was the fact that many 

military leaders conceptualized nuclear weapons as simply more destructive versions of 

conventional bombs, not as weapons that deserved special considerations. In an interview with 

the New York Times, United Nations Supreme Commander in Korea General Douglas 

MacArthur famously stated that in order to end the Korean War he “would have dropped 

between 30 and 50 atomic bombs on..air bases and other depots strung across the neck of 

Manchuria…to the neighborhood of Hunchun (just north of the northeastern tip of Korea near 

the border of the U.S.S.R.)” (1954, p. 16). President Truman by contrast saw the bombs as 

inordinately devastating weapons only to be used in instances of total war. At a press conference 

when asked about the use of nuclear weapons in Korea, he said, “It is a terrible weapon, and it 

should not be used on innocent men, women, and children who have nothing whatever to do with 

this military aggression. That happens when it is used” (Truman, 1950). This dichotomy between 

MacArthur and Truman’s conceptualization of nuclear weapons set the stage for the United 

States’ two fundamentally different policies regarding the use of nuclear weapons during the 

period of 1945-1962, both of which still relied upon escalation of dominance for their continued 

success.  
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The United States’ first official policy on nuclear weapons was one of deterrences, given 

the title “Massive Retaliation” in 1952 by President Eisenhower (Charles, 1987). This doctrine 

essentially stated that any Soviet aggression in Western Europe would be met with a nuclear 

response, even if the Soviets only employed conventional weapons. There was a real emphasis 

on the word massive, as the atomic stockpile the US possessed increased from 450 bombs in 

1950, to 1,750 bombs in 1954 (Kaku & Axelrod, 1987, pp. x-xi). This doctrine was conceived in 

unison with the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) which was 

created and primarily financed by the US, Britain and France, and which required all member 

nations to come to the defense of any other member nation that was attacked (Charles, 1987). 

NATO was (and arguably still is) an alliance of capitalist democratic countries, and the doctrine 

of Massive Retaliation was designed to protect all these signatory nations from any kind of 

preemptive strike on behalf of the Soviets. The Soviet’s official nuclear policy went by the name 

“Peaceful Coexistence”, a policy in which “The Soviet Union proclaimed itself to be in favor of 

the disenfranchised nations and peoples of the world” (Rice, 1991, p. 163). This was an appeal to 

the rest of the world to see the Soviets not as aggressors but as the proponents of a globally 

unified, egalitarian peace made up of common people. However, they “continued to see the 

international system -dominated by western capitalism- as fundamentally hostile” (Rice, 1991, p. 

154). One of Khrushchev’s closest advisors Vyacheslav Molotov remarked that a communist 

“should not speak about the destruction of world civilization or about the destruction of the 

human race, but about the need to prepare and mobilize all forces for the destruction of the 

bourgeoisie” (Zubok & Pleshakov, 1996, p. 168). The US policy was seen as necessary because 

European leaders had serious doubts about their own countries’ ability to defend themselves 
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against an industrial superpower with a massive nuclear stockpile, using only conventional 

weapons and soldiers (Charles, 1987).  

However, the doctrine of Massive Retaliation restricted the variety of choices available to 

NATO leaders in the event of a crisis. In an emergency situation, when leaders had few choices 

regarding how to respond to provocations, there existed a possibility that repeated bluffs and 

gambles would eventually result in ruin. The promise of Massive Retaliation only allocated 

leaders the two options of plunging the world into nuclear war, or being unwilling to use these 

weapons, and thus showing their threats to be totally ineffective measures of deterrence. In 1962 

at a meeting of NATO defense ministers, US Secretary of State Robert McNamara pointed out 

threats to the alliance would often be characterized by small scale conflicts with limited 

objectives, which required many escalations before justifying nuclear war. According to 

McNamara, “The threat to respond massively with nuclear weapons in such situations would not 

be very believable…and would continue to decline in credibility as the Soviet Union built up its 

ability to respond in kind” (Charles, 1987, p. 15). In the 1960s President John F. Kennedy shifted 

the American doctrine on nuclear weapons to what he called “Flexible Response”, a US Defense 

strategy which sought to employ all diplomatic, economic, political, and conventional military 

methods to meet its objectives before resorting to a nuclear strike. These different components of 

foreign affairs would later be given the acronym “DIME”, signifying diplomatic, information, 

military, and economic methods of achieving American goals.  

The policy of Flexible Response served Kennedy especially well during the Cuban 

Missile Crisis. In the first meeting of the emergency response group which would later be coined 

the Executive Committee of the National Security Council (EXCOMM), Secretary of State Dean 
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Rusk presented President Kennedy with two possible responses to the situation. The first, a 

full-scale ground invasion of Cuba almost certain to plunge the US into a war with the Soviet 

Union. The second option, as Rusk put it, was that “we're going to decide that this is the time to 

eliminate the Cuban problem by actually eliminating the island” (Rusk, 1962). He was of course 

referring to a nuclear attack on the island. One of the key elements that made this situation so 

difficult was that initially, no one in the US government had any way of knowing if the missile 

sites were operational or not. Many of Kennedy’s advisors in the EXCOMM advised him that 

this uncertainty required a US preemptive strike, and the only debate they were having was 

whether that strike should be carried out by conventional airstrike, amphibious invasion, or 

nuclear assault. Because JFK was given the opportunity to weigh a wide variety of options, he 

was able to respond to Soviet provocation while minimizing threats of nuclear escalation. He 

ultimately chose to enact a blockade rather than respond with excessive aggression, and because 

of that choice catastrophe was averted in October 1962. The crisis ended when Soviet Chairman 

Nikita Khrushchev extended an olive branch to Kennedy by writing an emotional and heartfelt 

letter at 2 AM local time in Moscow in which he offered to remove the missiles from Cuba in 

exchange for a guarantee from the US that it would never invade Cuba unprovoked, and on the 

condition that the US removed its own nuclear missiles from Turkey. Kennedy had actually 

wanted the missiles out of Turkey before the crisis even began. The added flexibility of 

Kennedy’s doctrine gave leaders many more choices during crises, which was precisely the 

freedom that allowed them to avoid nuclear conflict throughout the entirety of the Cold War. The 

Cuban Missile Crisis proved the lunacy of a foreign policy formulated around nuclear 

brinkmanship, and thus marks the end of that period. Hereafter, nuclear weapons remained a 
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threat to global security, but were no longer used as primary means of achieving foreign policy 

goals. In short, and understanding of their power forced US and Soviet leaders to reserve them 

only for the most extreme of circumstances.  

The shift that occurred after October 1962 was also precipitated by a changing 

geopolitical landscape, namely the creation of a rift between the two major communist powers of 

China and the USSR. When Stalin died in 1953, the situation with communist China was only 

worsening. Stalin and his regime “had undercut deep faith in Marxist-Leninist ideological 

universalism and killed its genuine advocates: he had reduced the party ideologues to 

propagandist pawns in his global schemes” (Zubok & Pleshakov, 1996, p. 139). In short, Stalin’s 

purges had killed many of the premier communist thinkers and orators from the Soviet Union, 

and replaced them with pragmatic political loyalists rather than communist ideologues. Mao-era 

China, prior to the Cultural Revolution, was still idealistic and disturbed by the Soviet’s lack of 

ideological purity (Rice, 1991). The world no longer experienced a bipolar split between two 

superpowers, but was now entangled in a complex diplomatic system of relationships and 

rivalries which drove global affairs. Brinksmanship had been exposed as an unnecessarily 

dangerous way of conducting diplomacy, and by the early 1960s with several other European 

nations attaining nuclear capabilities running parallel with a deepening rift between the USSR 

and China, the situation of the Cold War shifted. According to Zubok and Pleshakov, this initial 

phase “expired for two reasons: the Cuban Missile Crisis had proved the insanity of 

brinksmanship, and the Sino-Soviet schism had eliminated absolute bipolarity by 1962” (1996, p. 

7).  
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It is important to understand that many of the scientists and intellectuals who designed 

the bombs later regretted their involvement and strongly advocated against their use. These 

scientists had gotten involved solely because they believed Nazi Germany would develop the 

bomb, and they believed the US needed its own bomb to deter German use (Cirincione, 2007). In 

a memorandum released to the public nuclear physicists Otto Frisch and Rudolph Peierls wrote, 

“this bomb could probably not be used without killing large numbers of civilians, and this may 

make it unsuitable for use by this country” (Cirincione, 2007, p. 3). Once they realized the 

naivety of this sentiment, most of the physicists who developed the atom bomb became 

advocates for an international organization that would govern their use and proliferation. In 

1945, they warned that “the United States could not rely on its current advantage in atomic 

weaponry. Nuclear research could not be an American monopoly for long, and secrecy would not 

mean protection” (Cirincione, 2007, p. 15). When the focus shifted to the development of the 

exponentially deadlier hydrogen bomb in the mid 1950s, scientists on both sides were appalled. 

The heads of the Soviet Atomic Project wrote that the development of thermonuclear weapons 

“opens a limitless potential for increasing the explosive power of the Bomb, which makes 

defense from this weapon virtually impossible. It is clear that the use of atomic arms on a 

massive scale will lead to the devastation of combatant countries” (Zubok & Pleshakov, 1996, p. 

167). J. Robert Oppenheimer, perhaps the most famous nuclear physicist of the era, remarked 

about the hydrogen bomb, “The program in 1951 was technically so sweet that you could not 

argue about that. The issues became purely the military, the political and the humane problems 

of what you were going to do about it once you had it” (Polenberg, 2002, pp. 110-111). On 

October 26 th , at the end of the Cuban Missile Crisis Nikita Khrushchev wrote in a telegram to 
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President Kennedy the following words, which are a powerful reminder of the stakes under 

which the era of nuclear brinkmanship operated. He wrote,  

If you did this as the first step towards the unleashing of war, well then, it 
is evident that nothing else is left to us but to accept this challenge of yours. If, 
however, you have not lost your self-control and sensibly conceive what this 
might lead to, then, Mr. President, we and you ought not now to pull on the ends 
of the rope in which you have tied the knot of war, because the more the two of us 
pull, the tighter that knot will be tied. And a moment may come when that knot 
will be tied so tight that even he who tied it will not have the strength to untie it, 
and then it will be necessary to cut that knot, and what that would mean is not for 
me to explain to you, because you yourself understand perfectly of what terrible 
forces our countries dispose. (1962)  

In his assessment of the quality of American Grand Strategy Paul Kennedy asserts that 

“If Truman, Marshall, Acheson and their advisors had been asked to describe what sort of world 

order they hoped would be in place forty years later, the broad outlines might look very close to 

what exists today” (Kennedy, 1991, p. 172). Economically, the war-ravaged states in Europe as 

well as Japan were returned to relative prosperity, mainly through Marshall aid and international 

free trade. In the realms of popular culture and intellectual discourses Marxist-communism has 

had few if any significant breakthroughs or advancements since 1991. And the United States 

remains today the foremost military power in the world, with regards to both conventional 

weapons and nuclear weapons. But there is a convincing argument to be made that these 

victories were not even the most significant of the Cold War. Mankind has successfully adapted 

its institutions, militaries, and wartime strategies to cope with an infinitely more dangerous set of 

circumstances and possibilities is the true victory of the Cold War. Regardless of desires for 

expansion, ideology, or economic systems, men and women from a variety of cultures and 

backgrounds understood the stakes of the nuclear age and were able to avoid it. An informed 
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observer in 1946 operating without the benefit of hindsight, may not have predicted such a 

success. Certainly, many of the nuclear physicists of the time did not. However, our collective 

ability thus far to avoid nuclear Armageddon serves as no guarantee that this will continue to be 

the case. Historians and policy makers alike must be aware of the forces acting upon us and the 

knots being tied around us, which guide us down the path to our own destruction. On some level, 

our successful navigation of an era in which several different nations have the power to almost 

instantly destroy the world, has been a miracle.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines the historical development of the relationship between the Putin 

regime in Russia and the Chávez and Maduro regimes in Venezuela. Key differences and 

similarities in their foreign and domestic policies are explored, as well as how they interact with 

each other on the world stage. It makes the case that chavismo  in Venezuela has lead to 

increasingly autocratic policies as oil prices have declined and leadership has changed hands, 

changing the character of Venezuela and Russia’s relationship into one that closely resembles the 

patron-client relationships of Latin American caudillismo .  
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I. INTRODUCING THE REGIMES

When Hugo Chávez became President of Venezuela in 1999, he declared his victory to 

be the beginning of a Bolivarian revolution. In doing so he invoked Simón Bolívar, a 19th 

century Venezuelan general who had defeated the forces of the Spanish Empire and for a time 

ruled a vast South American confederation encompassing Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and 

Venezuela. Despite Bolívar’s charismatic leadership, the confederation of Gran Colombia 

collapsed and formed five different nations. Before his death, Bolívar placed the blame for his 

failure squarely on the shoulders of caudillismo , a form of government dominated by mutually 

beneficial but inherently unequal patron-client relationships that confounded attempts at South 

American unification. Caudillismo gets its name from the caudillos  (military strongmen) that 

created these patron-client relationships between themselves and local leaders. Ironically, in 

2015, almost two decades after Chávez declared himself Bolívar’s heir, Chávez’s appointed 

successor Nicolás Maduro would lead Venezuela into a patron-client relationship with one of the 

21st century’s most dangerous caudillos : Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

The Putin and Chávez regimes were initially drawn together as allies through shared 

geopolitical interests and ideological opposition to the United States. Chavismo (the style of 

government employed by Chávez and his followers) was uniquely well suited for an alliance 

with the Putin regime. This relationship changed radically in 2014 when Venezuela’s leadership 

crisis was compounded with a sharp downturn in oil prices. Unable to recover from either crisis, 

Maduro’s regime now has a patron-client relationship with Vladimir Putin. This mutually 

beneficial, yet inherently unequal, relationship has solidified Putin as Maduro’s most important 

ally and indeed one of his only allies. Russian support is sustaining the Maduro regime, and 
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influencing how Venezuelan governance is shifting toward a more autocratic model. In this 

paper I will explore what Chavismo is, why the chavista system made Venezuela an ideal ally for 

Russia, and what characterizes the new patron-client relationship between the Putin and Maduro 

regimes. 

II. NATURAL ALLIES

Chavismo is a complicated ideology and form of government, but one of its most basic 

principles is aggressive and public opposition to the extension of U.S. influence on the world 

stage. This explicit rejection of a U.S.-dominated global system carried a great deal of risk, but it 

served to ingratiate first the Chávez and then the Maduro regime with President Putin. One of the 

cardinal rules of operating within Putin’s system was that a threat must always originate, “from 

an external or foreign source.”  The chavista regimes have operated much the same way, 1

perpetually linking the members of the Venezuelan opposition to the U.S. and accusing them of 

not being true Venezuelans, but rather professional protesters being funded by foreign interests 

in order to wage, “economic war”.  This determination to blame the U.S. and its allies for all 2

internal problems, of course, limited Russia and Venezuela’s options for international 

cooperation. In 2004, in the midst of the Ukrainian Orange Revolution, Chávez visited the 

Kremlin and cemented a close alliance with Moscow. After some expertly crafted anti-U.S. 

speeches and denunciations of NATO’s expansion into Eastern Europe, Chávez had impressed 

Putin enough to conclude several landmark deals. The entire Venezuelan military was converted 

to Russian technology, a massive undertaking and a very profitable one for Putin. Russian energy 

companies were also invited to invest heavily in Venezuela.  3

1 Maxim Trudolyubov. "A Guide to Getting Along in Putin's Russia." The New York Times, Apr 16, 2018. 
2 David Smilde, "The End of Chavismo?" Current History 114 (769)(2015): 50.  
3Mark N. Katz, "The Putin-Chavez Partnership." Problems of Post-Communism 53 (4)(2006): 5.  
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While the Chávez and Putin regimes were closely aligned in terms of foreign policy, they 

differed greatly in governing strategies and styles. Where Russian elections were reserved and 

formulaic affairs designed to emphasize stability and continuity, those organized by Chávez were 

bombastic, populist affairs aimed at whipping his political base into a frenzy. Where political 

opposition parties in Russia were tightly controlled in by Putin, the Venezuelan opposition was 

able to oppose Chávez and Maduro openly and loudly and even to win electoral victories. 

Despite this difference, the structure and methods of Chavismo actually contributed to the 

strength of Russia and Venezuela’s current relationship. Chávez’s fourteen years in power laid 

the groundwork for a crisis, forcing the Venezuelan government to choose either serious 

concessions to the opposition or a Putinesque campaign of repression if it was to survive. 

Putin’s domestic policy was calculated to discourage high levels of mass mobilization 

and political action.  In contrast, Chavismo demanded constant mass mobilization for elections 4

that were given a great deal of fanfare and news coverage. These elections, presented as free and 

fair, were seen as constant referenda on the Chávez presidency.  Large-scale poverty-reducing 5

social programs sustained by state oil profits were the foundation of Chavismo and that could be 

relied upon to produce an outpouring of enthusiastic support come election day.  These populist 6

policies were augmented with an extensive state propaganda apparatus that included,  “five 

television channels, dozens of radio stations, electronic networks and websites, and massive 

propaganda on the streets…”  Chávez was a perpetual guest in every Venezuealan home. His 7

4Allen C. Lynch, "The Influence of Regime Type on Russian Foreign Policy Toward “the West,” 1992–2015." 
Communist and Post-Communist Studies 49(2016): 106-107 
5Margarita López Maya. 2014. "Venezuela: The Political Crisis of Post-Chavismo." Social Justice (4)(2014): 70. 
6Smilde, "The End?", 49.  
7 Maya, “Post-Chavismo”, 70. 
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message was consistently for them to mobilize in support of his government agenda. Where 

Putin relied on large scale repression of the opposition, Chávez relied on drowning them out. 

Despite differences in electoral strategy, in hindsight the system Chávez built now seems 

designed to fall back on a Putin-style autocracy as soon as the charismatic leadership and/or the 

vast oil wealth of the chavistas faltered. Shortly after his rise to power, in a move reminiscent of 

Putin’s cronyism Russia, Chávez took over most independently organized community councils 

and projects in Venezuela. These groups were integrated into a vast system of state patronage, so 

that even local fundraisers and environmental projects owed their funding and organization to the 

president himself.  At the national level, Chávez took advantage of majorities in the legislature 8

and friendly members of the judiciary eroded the powers of both branches, making it very 

difficult for them to enact substantial checks on the president’s power.  Chávez also considerably 9

weakened the opposition media by either buying up unfriendly outlets or simply imprisoning 

opposition journalists, courses of action that would be utilized even more liberally under 

Maduro.  This undermining of the competitive political sphere so deeply entrenched the 10

chavistas and so intensely alienated the opposition, that any peaceful transfer of power would 

have been extremely difficult to achieve. 

Difficult though a transfer of power would be, Chávez left Maduro with few options. In 

addition to leaving him a government structure that could not easily be converted to genuinely 

competitive politics, Chávez also left him with a brewing crisis that obliterated the widespread 

popularity of Chavismo. Under Chavez the state oil company Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A 

(PDVSA) was the key to maintaining popular support. As long as oil profits sustained social 

8 Maya, “Post-Chavismo”, 71. 
9 Maya, “Post Chavismo”, 79. 
10 Freedom House, "Freedom of the Press: Venezuela.", 2015. 
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programs, Chavismo remained ascendent. Yet despite PDVSA’s central position in Chávez’s 

grand strategy, he left it in complete disarray after years of mismanagement. After countering a 

2005 strike with mass layoffs in middle and upper management positions, Chávez never invested 

sufficient resources to train replacement managers.   The state oil company was also saddled 11

with many other state projects such as food distribution and housing construction. These extra 

responsibilities forced it to put off important repairs and updates that were needed to keep the oil 

projects safe and running at full capacity. Extraction facilities became so overworked and 

inefficient  that PDVSA would often to buy oil on the world market just to fill their customer’s 

orders on time.  Maduro is left unwilling to sacrifice the concentration of power left to him by 12

Chávez and unable to recover from the 2015 drop in oil prices with PDVSA in shambles.  The 

failure of state programs and the government’s harsh crackdown on protesters left Maduro 

profoundly unpopular, failing to live up to the landslide victories Chávez regularly achieved 

during his lifetime.  13

Chavismo’s initial success and anti-U.S. politics made a Venezuela-Russia alliance 

initially viable. The failure of Chavismo served to bring them even closer together. Legitimizing 

elections, expansive state programs funded by oil profits, and the appearance of a level political 

playing field were all vital aspects of Chavismo. Those cornerstones crumbled, and Maduro’s 

solution was a campaign of nationwide repression reminiscent of Putin’s consolidation of power. 

A key difference is that Putin’s consolidation occurred when oil prices were going up and the 

national mood was at least somewhat hopeful. Maduro’s increasingly repressive behavior bred 

only resentment and economic uncertainty. Such repression served to further isolate Venezuela 

11 Maya, “Post-Chavismo” 74-75. 
12 Maya, “Post-Chavismo” 74-75. 
13 DatinCorp. 2018 . Cohesión-País Venezuela;. Caracas, V. 
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on the world stage, dramatically increased civil unrest, and made Putin’s support all the more 

vital to Maduro’s survival. 

III. PATRON-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP

There is a distinction between the patron-client relationships that typify caudillismo  and 

the concept of “client states.” In the language of Latin American politics, a patron-client 

relationship simply means an alliance that benefits both sides, but with the two clearly not on 

equal footing. The Putin and Maduro regimes are part of an inherently unequal patron-client 

relationship, but this does not make Venezuela a client state. This unequal partnership was not 

the result of threats or domineering policies on the part of Putin. Rather, it was a result of the 

extreme crisis that Venezuela is embroiled in and the resources Putin was willing to expend to 

sustain his ally. 

In the aftermath of Chávez’s death in 2013 and the drop in oil prices in 2014, the far less 

charismatic Maduro has been taking steps to solidify his position. 57% of the population reported 

in 2018 that if given the chance they would flee the country. Maduro could not rely on the old 

populist strategies of Chávez.  As discussed earlier, Putin and Maduro both justified their more 14

autocratic actions by blaming the imperialistic designs of the United States, subverting them 

from within and following the opposition. Despite the similarity in rhetoric, Maduro watched his 

popularity evaporate while Putin’s position became increasingly secure. In these differing levels 

of danger from the general public we can see one of the key differences between Putin and 

Maduro’s situations, and one of the main reasons their relationship developed as an unequal on. 

14 DatinCorp, Cohesión-País Venezuela. 
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Putin was far more successful in silencing or co-opting the Russian opposition than Maduro was 

with its Venezuelan equivalent. 

A critical chavista strategy for undermining Venezuela's political opposition has been to 

portray opposition groups as out of touch and elist. When oil prices were high and Chávez made 

regular speeches this was highly effective. When Maduro found himself isolated from the 

populace however, the danger an organized opposition coalition posed to his regime became 

more apparent. Accusing his critics of being agents of Washington was not been sufficient to 

silence their campaigns against the regime. Indeed, many opposition leaders regularly traveled to 

the U.S. to speak out against the Maduro regime and request aid before returning to run for 

office.  Such a strategy is hard to imagine for members of the Russian opposition who do not 15

want to campaign in exile. Even with all the consolidation of power the chavistas achieved at the 

national level, Maduro is to this day “protested loudly” when he visits the National Assembly to 

support legislation.  The idea of Putin being “protested loudly” in any Russian government 16

building when “periodic murder” of opposition journalists in Russia is common seems far 

fetched indeed.  The chavista regime could afford to allow for many public freedoms when it 17

was popular, but the structure of Chavismo ensured that those freedoms could not survive the 

decrease in chavista popularity that would accompany an economic downturn. Putin, on the other 

hand, never needed solely rely on his own popularity to keep his position secure. As long as this 

is true, Maduro will always be playing second fiddle to Putin. 

The benefits of stalwart Russian financial support induced Maduro to accept the position 

of unequal partner. In 2017 alone Maduro’s regime was saved from defaulting on its debt three 

15 Smilde, “The End?”, 52. 
16 Maya, “Post-Chavismo”, 79. 
17 Lynch, “Regime Type”. 107. 
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separate times by last minute Russian loans. Beyond extending critical loans, Putin allowed 

Caracas to put off paying back large Russian loans during times of crisis. Because Venezuela 

pays these loans back in oil reserves, temporary leniency allowed more Venezuelan crude to be 

sold for a profit on the world market.  Krauss observed, “Russia is effectively taking China’s 18

place as Venezuela’s principal banker. While President Hugo Chávez was in power, China lent 

Venezuela tens of billions of dollars for projects to be paid for with oil. But China quietly 

stopped making new loans [after 2015], leaving Russia to fill the void.”  The benefits to each 19

side are clear. Putin expects that once Maduro’s regime stabilizes he will have access to 

extensive Venezuelan oil reserves that he has now essentially purchased at a bargain price. For 

his part, Maduro needs a lenient financial backer if he is going to have any chance of 

consolidating power. 

An additional benefit for Maduro was having the international propaganda apparatus of 

the Russian state, which had already gained some legitimacy among disaffected U.S. Americans, 

mobilized on his behalf. One of the most successful branches of this machinery is Russia Today, 

an English language news network that claims to present a legitimate alternative to U.S. news 

sources. In reality, Russia Today is completely controlled by the Kremlin and organizes its 

reporting around advancing Putin’s political aims.  Evidently, the Kremlin is more than happy 20

to report Maduro’s propaganda as fact. A popular news segment done in the vein of The Daily 

Show called Redacted Tonight with Lee Camp  dedicated a segment in 2018 to “Why the U.S. 

wants Venezuela to collapse.” During this time slot one of Chávez’s old advisers, Eva Golinger, 

18 Clifford Krauss,  "Russia Says it Will Ease the Debt Burden on Venezuela." The New York Times (Online), Nov, 
2017 
19 Krauss,  "Rosneft". 
20 Peter Pomerantsev,. 2014. Nothing is true and everything is possible : the surreal heart of the new Russia. n.p.: 
New York : PublicAffairs, [2014], 42. 
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came on the program to decry U.S. subversion of Venezuelan prosperity, defending election 

fraud and violent suppression of protesters through her insistence that the U.S. does the same 

thing and therefore cannot criticize Maduro for protecting himself.  A written article also 21

produced by Russia Today and also written in English entitled “Can Russia & China Rescue 

Venezuela?” included false information intended to portray Maduro as more secure than he 

actually was at the time of the article. The article claimed that China was working together with 

Russia and against the U.S. to ensure Maduro’s regime does not collapse. According to the 

article, China was too invested in Maduro to allow him to fall, when in fact China refused to 

continue dealing financially with Maduro long before the article was released, as shown earlier 

in this paper.  Given that U.S. sanctions continued to hamper Venezuela’s economic recovery, it 22

is not hard to imagine why Maduro would want to see Russia Today’s audience take up the cause 

of his government.  

Venezuela also has a wide array of state controlled media outlets. One of 

Maduro’s key mouthpieces has become the newspaper El Universal, which was an opposition 

newspaper until a group of anonymous investors purchased it.  After being acquired by its new 23

owners, El Universal became been a staunch friend to Putin. The two incidents that cast a 

shadow over Putin’s 2018 reelection, the tragic fire in a Kemerovo mall  and the poisoning of 

ex-Russian spy Serguéi Skripal, were both reported on by El Universal. The articles could have 

been dictated by the Kremlin’s chief spin artists, portraying Putin as every bit the stable, 

determined, all powerful man he wishes people to see him as. An article about the fire paints 

Putin as an enraged champion of the people descending on Kemerovo demanding an explanation 

21 Why the US Wants Venezuela to Collapse. Redacted Tonight, Moscow, Russia: Russia Today, 2018. 
22 Carlos Garcia Rawlings, "Can Russia & China Rescue Venezuela?" Russia Today, Mar 28, 2018 . 
23 Freedom House 2015. "Freedom of the Press: Venezuela." 
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and promising an investigation while local officials quail and beg for forgiveness.  An article on 24

the poisoning follows a similar formula, giving minimal information on Skripal and instead 

focusing on how calm and ministerial Putin looked when facing down accusations from British 

Prime Minister Theresa May, whom the article portrays as out of control and hysterical.  While 25

Putin surely appreciated this, it is unlikely that he requested it. Integrated as he now was to the 

chavista ideology, protecting his image was a priority for the Venezuelan state media.  

This illuminates another aspect of the patron-client relationship. It became unequal in 

part because Putin simply had more to offer in some areas. Having an influential 

English-Language news station reporting favorably on Maduro within a country that is aligned 

against him was undeniably a bigger boon than the Venezuelan press agreeing to follow the 

Kremlin line. 

IV. WHERE MADURO IS HEADED

There was a time when Venezuela seemed ascendent and the wealth generated from oil 

made many things seem possible. Chief among them was exporting the Bolivarian revolution 

abroad. This vision of a new multipolar world led Venezuela to be explicitly anti-U.S. while still 

seeking to be accepted as a modern state by the international community. This led to a 

Venezuelan bid for a seat on the UN Security Council and at least nominal concern for being 

seen as protecting human rights.  As has already been seen, a vital part of Chávez’s strategy was 26

24 "Putin Promete Castigo a Culpables Del Trágico Incendio En Un Centro Comercial Siberiano." El Universal, Mar 
27, 2018.  
25 "Presidente Ruso Vladimir Putin Mantiene La Calma Ante Acusaciones Sobre El Envenenamiento Del Ex Espía." 
El Universal, Mar 25, 2018 
26 Ralph S. Clem and Anthony P. Maingot. 2011.  Venezuela's Petro-Diplomacy : Hugo Chávez's Foreign Policy 
Gainesville : University Press of Florida, 2011, 11-17. 
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winning what appeared to be free and fair elections consistently. The dream of a global 

Bolivarian revolution required that Venezuela be seen as a stable alternative to U.S. dominance.  

This practice however, has been shown to have been considered luxury by the chavista 

regime. Like many other luxuries, it was discarded as soon as Venezuela's one major export was 

not bringing in funds as it once had. Economic crisis has led Chavismo to fall back on its basic 

structures, which are now revealed to be steeped in tactics of repression and patronage. With 

much of its leverage with the international community slipping away along with its control over 

its own oil, the Maduro regime is less concerned each day with foreign affairs and more with 

how to protect itself at home. 

As discussed above, Maduro has become more authoritarian as his popularity has slipped. 

His tactics have become more violent, including a call to his supporters to arm themselves and 

attack opposition protesters.  Supporting Maduro through all of this is his patron: Vladimir 27

Putin, who has already invested billions in propping up the regime. 

When we consider the implications of Putin’s growing influence in Venezuela, it should 

not be seen in the context of some sort of domino effect. Venezuela is not Putin’s beachhead in 

Latin America upon which he will build an empire. He did not seek to destabilize Venezuela, but 

rather made an investment that he is willing to see through for geopolitical reasons. To 

understand the situation, it must be examined in an international context free of the regional 

restrictions utilized by many during the Cold War. Maduro and Putin’s relationship makes much 

more sense in this international context. The Maduro regime benefits the Russian president as an 

ideological and economic ally in a geopolitical campaign to lessen U.S. dominance abroad. Putin 

27 Smilde, “The End?”, 54.  
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is willing to gamble a great deal of Russian capital to keep a stalwart, anti-U.S. leader afloat, and 

that leader has become demonstrably more autocratic the more reliant he becomes his patron. 

This is a patron he knows will not desert him no matter what sorts of atrocities he might commit 

domestically. By examining the underlying structures and rhetoric of other seemingly stable or 

democratic nations, we can anticipate which would be prime new clients for Venezuela’s new 

caudillo should their system fail as well. 
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ABSTRACT 

The story of American Catholicism since the 19 th century is one of social isolation, family               

devotion, and strict religious doctrine. In contrast, this story is also one of progressive              

development, Americanization, and the creation of a unique American Catholic identity, even if             

unintended by the Church. Combining a historical analysis of Catholic movements in the 19 th and               

20th centuries for Catholic immigrants and their descendants in the Northeastern United States             

with personal interviews of late 20 th century members of my own Catholic family, I argue that                

the decreasing reliance of later generations of Catholics on Church authority, coupled with             

friction between changing American values and rigid Catholic beliefs, has made Catholicism            

substantially a matter of individual choice.  
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I. THE SAGA OF AMERICAN CATHOLICISM

As a religion, Roman Catholicism is largely centered around the concept of family: the              

veneration of Mary, mother of God; the sacramental status of marriage; the fourth commandment              

of “honor thy mother and father.” For immigrants, the role of family and community played a                

similar social and religious role, providing security in a new, unfamiliar land. In the United               

States, the role of the Catholic Church increased rapidly with an influx of Irish, Italian, and other                 

predominantly Catholic immigrants in the 19 th and 20th centuries. Initial practice of the faith              

emphasized an isolated, family-based approach due to converging forces of nativist exclusion            

and Church desire for preservation. However, the decreasing reliance of later generations of             

Catholics on Church authority, coupled with friction between changing American values and            

rigid Catholic beliefs, has made Catholicism substantially a matter of individual choice.  

In this paper, the analysis of Catholicism in the United States takes two approaches.              

Primarily, second-hand accounts, journalistic coverage, and academic works will shape an           

understanding of larger movements in Catholicism and a pre-20 th century understanding.           

Excerpts of interviews from my own family in the latter half of the 20 th century (post-1960) will                 

be used to demonstrate examples of how descendants of 19 th century immigrants view their              

relationship with the modern Church.  

II. THE 19 CENTURY: AN UNLIKELY ALLIANCE

The role of Anti-Catholicism on the part of American Protestants against Irish and             

German Catholic immigrants in the first half of the 19 th century contributed significantly to the               

social, and sometimes physical, isolation of Catholics in the United States. Encounters between             1

1 Gjerde, Jon, and Deborah S. Kang. Catholicism and the Shaping of Nineteenth-Century America. Cambridge 
University Press, 2012. 
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the two groups reached a peak as Catholics became visible demographic blocks, often centered              

on urban ethnic enclaves. In the 1830s, a series of “rhetorical and physical confrontations” led to                

a Massachusetts mob burning down a Charlestown convent. In 1844, the anti-Catholic            2

Philadelphia Bible Riots saw houses torched, two Catholic churches destroyed, and at least 20              

people killed. Even as late as 1870, the summer New York City “Orange Day riot” saw dozens                 3

of Catholics die as a result of violent confrontations between city residents. On the political               4

stage, the “Know Nothing” party capitalized on the events as evidence that Catholic immigration              

needed to be limited, and American Catholics needed to be excluded from society.   5

The aversion to Catholic assimilation was grounded in a belief that Catholic voters were              

an “existential threat” to the democratic traditions and Protestant culture the United States was              

built on. The intense loyalty held by Catholics to a foreign power – the Pope – heightened fears                  6

among American voters; Catholics would vote as their priests told them to, subverting the sacred               

American democracy with their imposed religion. The widely-held belief that American values            7

were inherently incompatible with those of Catholics led to the use of political and social               

dominance to prevent assimilation.  

However, the American Protestants shared an unlikely, indirect partner in preventing           

Catholic assimilation in the 19 th and 20th centuries in the Catholic Church. External persecution              

by Protestants pushed Catholic immigrant families to form ethnic enclaves centered around their             

2 Corrigan, John. “Anti-Catholicism.” Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010. 
3 Davis, Kenneth. “America's True History of Religious Tolerance.” Smithsonian.com, Smithsonian Institution, 1 
Oct. 2010 
4 Corrigan.  
5 Zeitz, Josh. “When America Hated Catholics.” POLITICO Magazine, 23 Sept. 2015 
6 Hoffman, Christopher. “19th-Century Irish Catholic Immigrants Faced Unabashed Hostility.” Courant.com, 22 
June 2014 
7 McGuinness, Margaret. “Catholicism in the United States.” Oxford Research Encyclopedias, July 2016 
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community churches; in these communities, the immigrants depended on the Church to provide             

food, shelter, resources and an extended social network. Even concerning the education of their              

children – first generation Americans – Catholic families avoided state public schools they             

believed were “injected...with an evangelical and sectarian spirit,” favoring the establishment of            

church-operated parochial schools to preserve “rhythms and orthodoxies of Catholic life.” In            8

1875, a failed constitutional amendment known as the Blaine Amendment attempted to ban             

financial aid for any parochial school, but the effect took place in all but 10 states. Regardless,                 9

the practice was established – Catholic life would be independent of a country that resisted its                

integration.  

III. NORTH AND SOUTH: POTENTIAL FOR DIVISION 

In the late 19 th century, the diversity of Catholic immigrants made cohesion more difficult              

to achieve within the American Church; the ethnic communities were separated from the greater              

American society, but also other Catholic communities. Southern European immigrants,          

particularly those from Portugal and Italy, fell into the pattern of social isolation established by               

their Catholic Irish and German predecessors, these immigrants faced new challenges in            

assimilation: they didn’t speak English, were typically darker in skin tone and maintained large              

families. These differences didn’t just separate the southern Europeans from Protestant           10

America, but inspired conflict within the leadership of American Catholicism. To southern            

European Catholics, American Catholicism was distinctively “immigrant Irish,” and it was           

necessary to remain independent of the other Catholic communities. Within one small town,             11

8 Zeitz, 2015 
9 Zeitz, 2015 
10 Maggio, John, director. Becoming Americans. PBS. 
11 Femminella, Frank X. “The Impact of Italian Migration and American Catholicism.” The American Catholic 
Sociological Review, vol. 22, no. 3, 1961, pp. 233–241. 
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multiple churches could arise to indicate the many subsects that existed within American             

Catholicism. My grandfather, Richard B., explained that in Warren, Rhode Island, “you had the              

Polish church, the Italian church, the French church, and the Irish church, two of them right next                 

to each other.”   12

This disunity in American Catholicism alarmed Church officials at all levels. These            

officials feared that, given the ability to self-regulate, Catholics would gradually assimilate into             

American culture and be lost to the European-based Catholic order. By the turn of the century,                13

Pope Leo XIII addressed this fear outright in an 1899 encyclical to the archbishop of Baltimore.                

Entitled “Testem benevolentiae nostrae, Concerning New Opinions, Virtue, Nature and Grace,           

With Regard to Americanism,” the encyclical called to attention a growing movement in             

American Catholicism called “Americanism.” Some Catholics in America, Pope Leo XIII           

claimed, believed they were a “special case” needing greater latitude from Church authority in              

order to successfully assimilate into Protestant American culture. Immediately, the Pope           

dismissed the notion, reiterating that Catholic teaching was the same throughout the world and              

Americans could not look for canonical and theological lessons in American cultural and             

political experience of democracy and individualism.  14

Following this encyclical, the Church leadership reasserted control over its distant           

immigrant followers by passing new doctrine, specifically on the topic of marriage. Specifically,             

the 1907 “Ne Temere” doctrine by the Roman Catholic Congregation of the Council under Pope               

Pius X regulated the canon law of the Church, declaring that no marriage between a Catholic and                 

12 Esten, Richard. “Interview.” 25 April. 2018. 
13 Check, Christopher. “Americanism, Then and Now: Our Pet Heresy.” Chronicles: A Magazine of American 
Culture, June 2007. 
14 Check, Christopher. “Americanism, Then and Now: Our Pet Heresy.” Chronicles: A Magazine of American 
Culture, June 2007. 
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a non-Catholic would be valid unless solemnized by a Roman Catholic priest, a decision broadly               

up to the discretion of individual priests. In the United States, priests generally enforced “Ne               15

Temere” by requiring the non-Catholic partner to promise that any children from the union              

would be “baptized and brought up in that same faith.”   16

Here, I transition into a living example of this doctrine playing a role in the preservation                

of Catholic culture in the United States. My great-grandfather, Richard B. Esten, Sr., was born               

and raised as an Episcopalian in 1918. In the 1940s, after marrying the daughter of               

French-Canadian Catholic immigrants, Marie Flora Lambert, he made a commitment to raise any             

children born of the union within the Church.  

“From the time he was married, he had always loved and supported his wife who was                

Catholic,” my father, Brian Esten recalled. Despite an Anglican last name, there was suddenly a               

new Catholic branch. According to my father, Richard didn’t believe the label of Catholic was               

important, but instead prioritized the relationship to his wife and family through faith. The              17

Church, however, grew in numbers through enforced doctrine.  

While my great-grandfather eventually converted in the 1980s – after four decades of             

weekly mass and the passing of his wife, Marie – it was a voluntary choice to “develop his own                   

relationship with the parish.” However, during this time, he raised my grandfather, Richard B.              

Esten, Jr. In turn, he married Anne McElroy, a descendant of Irish Catholic immigrants, within               

the Church. Their five children, including my father, were raised as Catholics, and eventually              

nine children – myself, my siblings, and my cousins – entered the 21 st century as Catholics                

15 Creagh, John Thomas. Commentary on the Decree "Ne Temere". Nabu Press, 2012. 
16 Decree on Ecumenism, Unitatis Redintegratio, 3, A.A.S. 57 (1965), p. 93. Cf. Dogmatic Constitution on the 
Church, Lumen Gentium, A.A.S. 57 (1965), pp. 19-20. 
17 Esten, Brian. “Interview.” 23 Apr. 2018. 
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despite a shared Protestant surname. All of these marriages occurred decades after the 1907              

encyclical, but an independent Catholic identity prevailed for generations.  

IV. AFTER THE VOWS: AMERICAN CATHOLICISM IN DECLINE

While the label of Catholicism remained under Church doctrine, the grip the Church held              

on the social lives of American Catholics loosened over the course of the 20 th century. Social                

services, a critical element of Catholic Churches in its communities, took on a more universal,               

formal role. The National Conference of Catholic Charities, founded in 1910, moved beyond             

smaller ethnic enclaves and even cities to support national endeavors; during the Great             

Depression, it was this conference which developed and pushed for the National Housing Act,              

the creation of Social Security, and the establishment of national programs in the social services.              

However, this rapid growth in authority ultimately weakened the Church. Once established, the              18

programs secularized under federal authority, decreasing the need for the local administrations of             

Catholic officials.  19

With the federal government able to provide aid to the communities, the social             

environments of American Catholics had the opportunity to move beyond ethnic enclaves.            

Second and third generation immigrants from the ethnic enclaves spoke a non-accented English,             

were tied to American values of government, and moved beyond their parish environment for              

economic and educational opportunities. Eventually, Catholics began to move into the upper tiers             

of American society; in 1928, Al Smith became the first Catholic nominated for the presidency.               

It’s important to note that this was not the end of Anti-Catholicism - Smith’s nomination caused                

numerous party members to defect in protest, leading to Smith’s loss in the November elections.               

18 History of the Catholic Church in the United States, United States Conference of Catholic Bishops 
19 D'Antonio, William. “Chapter 5: The American Catholic Family: Signs of Cohesion and Polarization.” The 
Religion and Family Connection: Social Science Perspectives | Religious Studies Center, 1 Jan. 1988 
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However, his nomination alone signaled a change for American Catholics that their identity as              

Americans could soon outpace their identity as Catholics.  20

If a presidential election and the Great Depression was starting the engine of Catholic              

assimilation, World War II was the equivalent of slamming the gas pedal. Catholic soldiers and               

other minorities fighting alongside Protestants for a common cause of defeating fascism and             

preserving liberty overcame longtime barriers that had persisted in the U.S. At home, footage of               

soldiers fighting often depicted a “Jew, Protestant, Italian, and Irishman” cooperating and            

interacting as equals, encouraging citizens to hold an American identity before holding any             

other. Following the war, having defeated the Nazi race state seemed to delegitimize “bigotry in               

nearly all its popular incarnations,” and relations between Catholic communities and greater            

American society dramatically improved. Following the war, internal disputes gained even less            21

attention as the nation united in opposition against the Soviet Union. Politicians, who had              

previously emphasized the Protestant nature of the United States, embraced a broader and softer              

form of religiosity as a “bulwark against Soviet and communist aggression,” focused on deeply              

felt religious faith, regardless of its denomination.  22

Three decades after Al Smith’s loss, Democrat John F. Kennedy became the first             

Catholic elected to the presidency of the United States. During his 1960 campaign, Kennedy              

avoided being called a “Catholic candidate and insisted that he was the “Democratic party’s              

candidate...who also happens to be a Catholic,” but his victory served as a symbol of inclusion to                 

20 Rooney, Michael. “Anti-Catholicism v. Al Smith: An Analysis of Anti Catholicism in the 1928 Presidential 
Election.” Verbum, vol. 9, no. 1, Dec. 2011. 
21 Zeitz, 2015 
22 Zeitz, 2015 
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the remaining ethnic enclaves in the United States. It was interpreted as the ultimate success,               23

with a Catholic receiving the support of not just their own communities but being embraced by                

the nation.  

My grandmother, Anne, described living in an Irish Catholic Providence neighborhood in            

the weeks before the election as “endless excitement.” “He was from New England, he was               24

Irish, and he was Catholic,” she said. “He looked like he lived next door, and he was one of us.                    

And he was loved all over America.” The day after the election, my grandmother left for                25

classes before election results were announced, and that the entire neighborhood “was at the edge               

of their seat.” At recess that afternoon, she and her friends were sitting outside when her father                 

came running down the street during his factory lunch break, followed by all his coworkers. My                

grandmother said, “They were shouting, ‘He won! He won!’ and everyone was cheering. We all               

took a little credit for the victory.”  26

While Kennedy’s victory was a symbol of hope for American Catholics, his insistence on              

the separation of church and state during his campaign signaled that religion was increasingly              

becoming a matter of individual for Catholics. In a 1960 speech, Kennedy told concerned voters               

that he would not speak for the church on public matters, and the church did not speak for him.                   

“I believe in a president whose religious views are his own private affair,” Kennedy argued,               

emphasizing that the Catholic faith was not the end-all-be-all of public life in American society.              

27

23 Casey, Shaun. “The Making of a Catholic President: Kennedy vs. Nixon 1960.” Making of a Catholic President: 
Kennedy vs. Nixon 1960 - Oxford Scholarship, 6 Mar. 2018 
24 Esten, Anne. “Interview.” 25 April. 2018. 
25 Esten, Anne. “Interview.” 25 April. 2018. 
26 Esten, Anne. “Interview.” 25 April. 2018. 
27 Shaw, Steve. “JFK And The So-Called Religious Issue.” The Huffington Post, TheHuffingtonPost.com, 7 May 
2012 
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Kennedy’s election was possibly the final moment of unity of Catholicism in the United              

States; the 1960s and 1970s marked a start of dissent within the Church on a global scale as                  

members began questioning the intentions of the papal authority.  

“Before, it was ‘this was what the church said, and that was it,’ but it was becoming,                 

more people wanted to have a role in the Church,” my grandfather, said, considering Catholicism               

in the 1960s and 1970s, “People were starting to question things from the Church.”  28

The same year as John F. Kennedy was elected, 1960, Pope John XXIII convened              

Vatican II, an assembly of Roman Catholic religious leaders meant to settle doctrinal issues. In               

doing so, the Pope said that “it was time to open windows in the church.” The outcomes of the                   29

assembly were largely focused on reconciliation: allowing Catholics to pray with other Christian             

denominations, encouraging friendships with non-Christians, opening the doors for the use of            

languages besides Latin during Mass, and more liberal positions concerning education and the             

media.  30

For American Catholics, Vatican II’s easing of restrictions seemingly came too late.            

Many traditional ethnic enclaves that had supported traditional churches and schools had            

dispersed, or begun dispersing, by the late 20th century. From the perspective of the individual               31

Catholic, the experience of Vatican II, combined with changing social and cultural factors,             

demonstrated that the Church was not in sync with the real world and relying on its structure was                  

no longer necessary. My father explained how, growing up in the 1970s and 1980s, he felt that                 32

Catholicism for him became “less about the ceremonial church and more about having ethics.”  

28 Esten, Richard. “Interview.” 25 April. 2018. 
29 D’Antonio, 1988 
30 Teicher, Jordan G. “Why Is Vatican II So Important?” NPR, NPR, 10 Oct. 2012 
31 Grossman, 2018 
32 D’Antonio, 1988 
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This unique approach to the church and the practice of the Catholic faith was given a                

name in the 1980s: “cafeteria Catholicism.” Intended to be disparaging, cafeteria Catholics were             

accused by more traditional Catholics of just picking and choosing the parts of scripture most               

palatable to them, and ignoring that of which they did not approve. However, many Catholics               33

in the United States have accepted the practice of cafeteria Catholicism, referencing Vatican II as               

focusing more on the use of conscience in determining religious practice.  

My father said that he felt the “general nature” of Catholics hasn’t changed over time,               

and that the core beliefs of Catholicism- concern for the poor, love for Jesus and Mary, prayer-                 

have all stayed constant over generations. However, the concept of self-determination in what             34

parts of Catholicism were practiced seemed practical to him and the only thing preventing it               

from happening in previous generations was the lack of flexibility in Catholic communities.  

“It is more acceptable to be different or question today. The repercussions my             

grandparents would have faced are much more than I would have,” my father said.  35

My father also moved away from the parochial schools his family had attended for              

generations in favor of public schools, citing that the schools no longer were focused on a small                 

community.  

“I wasn’t going to put my kids on a bus for half an hour, or drive to the city every day,                     

when the schools in town had just as much quality and were able to support students,” my father                  

said, noting that despite attending Catholic schools, he had wished for exposure to more outside               

communities while growing up.    36

33 Wexler, Celia. “‘Cafeteria Catholics’ Are in Good Company.” The Huffington Post, TheHuffingtonPost.com, 27 
Oct. 2017 
34 Grossman, 2018 
35 Esten, Brian. “Interview.” 23 Apr. 2018. 
36 Esten, Brian. “Interview.” 23 Apr. 2018. 
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V. CATHOLICISM TODAY

Perhaps the most obvious practice of interpretative Catholicism for the modern American            

Catholic family is in the field of politics. While often viewed as an autonomous group, American                

Catholics in the modern era are largely divided into three different groups. First, there is a white                 

church composed mostly of Republicans that approves of the church’s teachings concerning            

“family values” but rejects its emphasis on social justice. Secondly, there is a white church               

composed mostly of Democrats that is skeptical of the politicization of the church’s social views               

but embrace its concern for the poor. Lastly, a generation of modern Hispanic immigrants form               

up a third division of the Catholic Church for politics, voting Democratic and supporting              

Catholic teaching on divisive issues such as abortion or climate change. These decisions reflect              37

how Catholicism is no longer the main social identity practiced by many Catholics- while it may                

guide moral opinion, it is not necessarily the end-all-be-all practice of daily life. 

Within the family, the rise of personal autonomy replacing obedience to make decisions             

affecting matters of personal and social morality has widened the gap between formal             

Catholicism and the actual attitudes and practices of Catholics. Raised with the values of the               38

church, each member may practice it in a different way. However, many individuals raised in               

Catholic families have chosen to leave the practice of Catholicism entirely. Nearly 25 million              

adults, or a third of all active members, no longer identify with the Catholic church in the United                  

States. Most who leave abandon affiliated religion altogether.   39

37 Brekus, Catherine A. "Do American Catholics Care More About America Than the Pope?" Slate Magazine. 
September 22, 2015. Accessed April 21, 2018. 
38 D’Antonio, 1988 
39 “Catholicism in the United States.” The Wall Street Journal, Dow Jones & Company 
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My sister, Emily Esten, chose to leave the church as a high school student, opting against                

receiving a formal confirmation. While she believes that she is “culturally Catholic,” she would              

never call herself one “on account of the foundational beliefs that go along with the religion and                 

the communities around it.” Being raised within a Catholic family may pass on the values of                40

the faith, and the experience of the past generations of immigrants, but for individuals like my                

sister, the Church itself is no longer significant.  

With traditional ethnic enclaves dissolving, and many members of the Catholic faith            

moving away from the religion, or at least moving away from its practice (the attendance of                

Mass, paying a tithe, etc.), the Catholic Church in the United States has become increasingly               

dependent on its growing immigrant community, largely from Latin America and Southeast            

Asia. In fact, more than a quarter of today's U.S. Catholics were born outside the country, and                 

another 15 percent are the children of immigrants. In addressing the modern American Catholic              41

family, the Church finds themselves again seeking to retain immigrants as they move to a new                

country in a strong parallel to the late 19th century.  

However, the Church today, seen mostly through the addresses of current Pope Francis, is              

not encouraging isolation for the communities or strict adherence to the protocol of the Catholic               

faith. In an Apostolic Exhortation called “Gaudete et Exultate,” the pope discussed how people              

can be holy in a modern world “filled with secular distractions and materialism,” like those in the                 

American culture. In it, he urged people to try to be “the saint next door” by doing good and                   

living the Gospel as best they could, keeping charity and mercy, rather than rigid rules, at the                 

40 Esten, Emily. “Interview.” 23 April. 2018. 
41 Gjelten, Tom, and Marisa Peñaloza. “Built By Immigrants, U.S. Catholic Churches Bolstered By Them Once 
Again.” NPR, NPR, 9 Sept. 2015 
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center of their lives. This appeal for inclusion and community accepts that the American              42

Catholic family is no longer as distinct for the general American family as it once was. Strict                 

rules, like church attendance or observation of fasting, have certainly diminished over time, but              

these core elements of the Catholic faith remain strong in both old and new American Catholic                

communities.  

In the past two centuries, American Catholic families have gone from being the subject of               

riots to being everyday Americans within society. Within the Church, these families have gone              

from being perhaps its most loyal and reliant members to an increasingly distant population.              

Early generations of Catholic immigrants relied heavily on the Church for social and financial              

resources, abetted both by the attitudes of distrusting Protestant society and concerned Church             

authority. During the 20th century, Catholics pushed their way into the American conscious,             

rising to positions of authority and eventually seeing the first Catholic president of the United               

States elected. These achievements, while celebrated as a communal victory, reflected also the             

changes taking place within American Catholic families. Political and social assimilation           

removed the pressure to preserve traditional Catholicism. Today, Catholic individuals can be            

seen expressing their beliefs selectively in politics, seeing their faith as cultural rather than              

religious, or leaving the faith entirely. The Catholic Church is undergoing a time of change,               

adapting to the loss of traditional communities, a loss of strength in influencing its members, and                

the introduction of a new generation of immigrants. To paraphrase John F. Kennedy, it is not                

American Catholic families, but instead American families who happen to be Catholic.  

42 Pullella, Philip. “Fighting Social Injustice as Important as Fighting Abortion: Pope.” Reuters, Thomson Reuters, 9 
Apr. 2018. 
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